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ABSTRACT
A code was written to model groundwater flow and to solve for contaminant transport in variably 
saturated porous media using the Finite element method.. The numerical code was written 
in FORTRAN 77. The GWGRID program was used for mesh generation. This numerical 
model was applied to two nuclear waste sites.
Two test cases were run. The first one was the Savannah River Site, located in Aiken, South 
Carolina (SRS). The SRS has been storing radioactive waste material for several decades. 
Numerous studies as well as field data for the properties of the surrounding soil and contaminant 
presence have been conducted. Results of a two dimensional case were compared with the three 
dimensional case for a period of fifteen years.
The second test case was the Yucca Mountain Repository Site (YMP), which is being evaluated 
as a future site for storing radioactive nuclear waste. Results from the 3-D simulation were 
compared to results from a two-dimensional model. This simulation was run for a period of ten 
thousand years.
The purpose for running the 3-D simulation was to get more realistic results than the 2-D 
calculations. The simulations were mainly run on the Convex and the Cray computer. The results 
seem to be fairly accurate as compared to the woric done at the sites.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Groundwater is an important natural source. Many agricultural, domestic, and industrial water 
users rely on the groundwater as a sole source of low cost, high quality water. However, in 
recent years it has become apparent that many human activities can have a negative impact on 
both quantity and quality of groundwater resource. Two examples are the depletion of the 
groundwater resource by excessive pumping and the contamination of groundwater resource by 
waste disposal and other activities. One way to objectively assess the impact of existing or the 
proposed activities on groundwater quantity and quality is through the use of groundwater flow 
and solute transport models. The simulation of contaminant transport is hence necessary in 
order to effectively design mitigation methods for cleamq) and prevention of deterioration of 
groundwater.
In developing a groundwater flow or solute transport model, the analyst begins by preparing 
a conceptual model consisting of a list of the physical and chemical mechanisms suspected of 
governing the behavior of the system being studied. The next step is to translate the conceptual 
model into mathematical terms and the result is a mathematical model. Presently it has become 
common practice in many national laboratories and research centers to use numerical models to 
solve the governing equations describing contaminant transport in porous media.
There is a very large number of potential sources of groundwater contamination. Virtually all of 
these sources could require the use of a contaminated transport model. Table I table shows the 
estimated numbers of contaminated problems that need to be addressed under various statutes.
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•  Suoenimd hazardous wasir Tin 951
•  Potential NPLshestn}y*9«:<awffdhv 1989 27.000
•  Suoeinmd lemedial investieations and
feasibütv smdies that must be ctnrmwnced
Bv 1989 275
Bvl992 650
•  Sunetfund remedial actions to be commeticed
Bvl989 175
By 1992 375
•  RCRAhazaitlous waste facilities
OnetatmeLandfils 393
Closing iandSls 1.095
Other treatment and stoiaee facilities 3J38
•  Protected #  o f RCRA fecOitv invesneanons 2.938
•  RCRA nonhazaidons waste fariime<(mtmicipal
and identical landfill)
70.419 to 261330
* RCRA nonhazaidous waste facilities with a 
high inreliVinnd n f  cnmaining haTatdnUS 
wastes.
70.419
•  Mininz waste sites 21339
•  Underzrotmd stmaze ta n k 10320
•  Pesticide -  contaminated sites 3320
•  Untierzrotmd injection wells 1
Gass I wells (baz. waste injected below a 
UB.dnnldnz water smmlv)
533
Gass n  wells fsceottdaiv oO and zas modocnon) 153.126
G ass in  wells fmmmz) 249
G ass IV wells (baz. waste injected in or on water) 25
Gass V wells (all other miscellaneous wells) 46.271
Total for G ass I  weDs 200304
•  Abadoned and mmlnesed zas & oil wells 1300.000 1
Sites with releases nf tadinarnve materials 1302






o n  /  zas brine nits 64.951
Others 5.748
Total for Surface imooundtncntc 176345
• Petroleum modnaoioelinestniles 175.000
•  Liquid petroleum and non-hazardous waste 
underzround storaze tanks
1500.000
Table 1: Nationwide Potential Contaminan t Sources
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Groundwater modeling needs accurate data sets for prediction and calculation purposes. The 
study of Savannah River site model provides an excellent example for comparison and 
prediction, wtüch has indicated leakage of radioactive and non - radioactive waste products from 
seepage basins and storage tanks first built in 1950’s. Experimental data obtained from studies 
conducted at several site locations show a tremendous increase of co n tam in an ts  appearing in 
groundwater within the last few years. Wells first drilled in 1962 showed very low 
concentrations of tritium beneath the seepage basins. In 1963, the concentration increased over a 
5 month period from 74 to 18,600 pCi/ml. In 1967, tritium was discovered in Four Mile Creek, 
490 m from the basins. Assuming the tritium left the basin during 1955, the time navel to reach 
the Four Mile Creek was 12 years, and flow rate of about 41 m/year ( Killen et al, 1987 ).
fri this study, a modified finite element method is used to solve the 3-D transport of 
contaminated groundwater flow. The 3-D numerical method is based on an extension of a 
modified 2-D FEM model. On the basis of previous measurements and corroboration’s done for the 
SRS at Aiken, South Carolina, data for the groundwater and soil properties were provided for a 
two - dimensional analysis. This Hata set was then converted to a three - dimensional data set 
assuming the conductivity in the z - direction to be same as in the x - direction. The model reads in 
the desired head values as the boundary condition provided and calculates the contaminant 
transport at the nodal points with the source provided at a specific element
The Yucca Mountain Repository Site was the second example to be simulated. The 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, identified Yucca Mountain as the sole site to be 
characterized for the development of a high level nuclear waste rqxisitory. The Yucca 
Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP) is a series of scientific studies being undertaken 
to determine if Yucca Mountain is suitable site for construction of a high - level nuclear waste
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
repository (to handle about 77,000 tons of high - level radioactive waste for 10,(XX) years).
Some of the scientific and technical issues being studied as a part of the YMP include:
• how much water is in the rock above the deep ground water table and how does it 
move through the rock;
• the effects volcanic activity might have on the repository in Yucca Mountain;
• how an earthquake might affect a repository and the groundwater table about 244-366 
meters below the repository; and
• environmental issues.
This model is of additional importance as it discusses another nuclear waste disposal solution in 
vicinity to Las Vegas. The model simulates the worst scenario possible; that of a leaking 
container. The results from the two and the three dimensional simulation are compared.
PURPOSE
The model was developed to permit accurate transport of radionuclides in order to assess the 
suitability of proposed and existing waste storage areas. For existing sites the model can be used 
for remediation modeling and to prethct the time for the spread of contammant plume. The model 
can also be used to assess the suitability of a particular site. Another purpose of the model is to 
examine how the contaminant spreads in the x,y^ (Erections which is more representative of the 
true dispersive nature of the contaminant
The code was used to model the hypothetical transport of the solute at the Savannah River Site 
and the proposed Yucca Mountain Repository Site. Both sites are of major interest; the 
Savannah River Site is of interest for the purpose of remediation and to analyze preventive actions
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in place cunently under construction. The Yucca Mountain Repository is analyzed as a means to 
assess risk and performance characteristics of the site prior to actual construction and waste 
emplacement
BACKGROUND
Hnite element codes have been used effectively to simulate transport of subsurface contaminant 
(Bear, et al. 1993; Istok, 1989). Reviews of historical development of groundwater flow and 
solute transport models can be seen in Huyakom and Finder (1983) and Prickett (1975).
Analytical solutions to selected groundwater flow and solute transport problems are discussed in 
Bear(1979), Javenel at el. (1984), as Bear and Verrujit (1987). Reviews of existing computer 
models can be discussed in Bachmat et al. (1978) and Oster (1982). Nwaogazie (1986) 
developed a 2-D transient finite element code for modeling groundwater flow and transport on 
the PC using quadrilateral elements. Azrag, et al. (1986) developed a similar model using linear 
triangular elements.
While several three - dimensional models for fluid flow are described in the literature (Long et 
a l, 1985; Shapiro and Andersson, 1985; Elseworth, 1986; Liggett and Medina, 1988; Dverstrop 
and Andersson, 1989), little work has been carried out in modeling solute transport More 
recent work has also been done by Nordvist et al. (1992).
Huyakom and Woodsworth (1985) developed a 3-D finite element model for fluid flow and 
solute transport in saturated or unsaturated porous media. Canq> Dresser and Mckee (1989) used 
a 3-D finite element model and a random walk technique with Lagrangian particles to simulate
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
tritium dispersion. FTWORK (GeoTrans, SRL, 1993) is a three dimensional, finite difference 
code for simulating the flow of groundwater and the transport of dissolved components under 
confined and unconfined conditions. This code is an alternative to the more comprehensive model 
such as SWIFT II (Reeves et al., 1986) and HST3D (Kipp, 1987). This code was also 
implemented at Savannah River Laboratory (SRL).
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY
A three dimensional FEM code has been developed to calculate groundwater flow and 
contaminant transport in variably saturated porous media. The algorithm incorporates Petrov - 
Galerkin weighting for the advection term to enhance stability. Tiilinear isoparametric 
hexahedral elements are used to discretize a problem domain. The standard weak formulation of 
Galeddn weighted residual technique is employed to cast the governing equations into integral 
form. The mesh for the test cases is generated by a code called GWGRID.
MESH GENERATION
The primary objective of the GWGRID code is to generate a consistent set of data, as required 
for discrete modeling and analysis for groundwater systems. Generated coordinates, and finite 
element data are maintained in memory (only) for the cunently processed macro - element 
When a macro - element generated data set is complete it is entered into the disk database. 
Distributed output quantities generally include coordinates and parameters of each generated 
node and a node cormection table which forms the local finite element maps.
Program Description
GWGRID computer program is written in Fortran 77. It consists of a main program and 17 
subroutines. The main program initializes the named Common arrays and affects calls to 
subroutines which functionally perform grid refinement and data read / write functions. 
Subroutine Refine is called for grid refinement which incorporates macro - element of type 
HEXA.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Modeling Groundwater flow
Groundwater is constantly flowing from areas of recharge to areas of discharge. The flow is 
laminar, and the quantity of flow is directly proportional to the hydraulic conductivity of the 
aquifer material, the hydraulic gradient, and the cross - sectional area.
Heads and Gradients
Total head is the sum of elevation, pressure and velocity head. Because velocities in porous 
media are usually low, velocity heads are neglected without appreciable error. Therefore the 
potential energy equation can be reduced to
 ̂= +Z = 9  +z
where g is the gravitational acceleration vector ( m / day )̂, pis the fluid pressure (N/m) and z is 
the standing fluid height usually measured in meters above sea - level.
Hydraulic Conductivity
Aquifers act as a porous conduit transmitting water horn areas of recharge to areas of discharge. 
A measurement of how well an aquifer transmits water is the hydraulic conductivity. It is the 
measure of both the geologic material and the fluid moving through the material. Quantitatively 
hydraulic conductivity is directly proportional to the specific weight of the fluid and inversely 
proportional to dynamic viscosity. Conceptually, the hydraulic conductivity is the volume of 
water per unit time that moves through a unit area of aquifer with a unit decline of hydraulic 
gradient Its units are the same as velocity.
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Saturated hydraulic conductivity of the medium, k is related to the permeability of the medium,
K by
n
where ii is the fluid viscosity. Hydraulic conductivity decreases as water content decreases or 
as capillary pressure (suction) increases. C^illary pressure, Pc, is defined as a difference between 
the non - wetting phase (air) pressure and the wetting phase (water) pressure in the porous media, 
Pc = Pa - Pw (Vauclin,1989). Pressure head can be defined as a function of the difference between 
the saturated water pressure, p, and the air pressure, p», by
Pg
where air pressure is currently taken as atmospheric pressure.
Darcy’s Law
A generalized Darcy’s law as proposed by Richards (1931) for a steady flow through the soil is 
given by
.V = -K(y)Vh
where the hydraulic conductivity is a function of y (Specific Weight ) of either the capillary 
pressure or the water content, implying that the hydraulic conductance used for the saturated soils 
is a particular case of unsaturated parameter (De Backer, 1989).
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Since the movement of the solute is governed iy advection - diffusion transport equation, fluid 
velocity components through the anisotropic medium can also be determined from the modified 
Darcy’s relation (Bear 1979); Verrujit, 1982).
u =
V =
w  = ! ! •+  l r +  8
where 0 is the effective porosity.
The three dimensional tensor notation of conductivity is given as:
*̂ xy K
ky = Krx Kyy K
Kzy K
where ky is the tensor components for conductivity (m /day), u, v, and w denote the fluid 
velocities in the x and y and z coordinates, respectively. The initial boundary conditions can be 
expressed as
^(x,y,z,r) = f f ( r ,)  
un^ + vTiy + wn, = -V„ (Fj )
where h (m) is the initial head value assigned to all elements at the beginning of the transient 
solution. H(m) is the fixed head values assigned to the Direchlet boimdary conditions that are 
denoted by boundary F, . The unit normal component vectors n%, ny, and n% point outward from 
the Neumann boundary conditions (flux) denoted by boundary F  ̂and Vn is the fluid flux on .
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The conservation of mass for unsteady fluid flow in a porous medium can be expressed as
^ ^ + V . ( p v ) = p 2
where S* is the normalized value of the saturation of water in the porous medium, 0 is porosity 
of the medium, Q is the source/sink terms (m/day) and t is time (day), hi variably saturated media, 
where S* is less than 1, it is desired to link pressure dependence to the transient term of the flow 
equation
a SyyB a Sw9 JW  
a t  a i|f a t
From this expression, the specific storage parameter as a fimction of pressure head is defined as
Sh=Sh(¥)
By assuming incompressible, isothermal groundwater conditions and combining the conservation 
of mass with the extended Darcy’s law, the equation of unsteady groundwater flow finally can be 
written as
S , f  = V.(K.Vh)+Q
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Modeling Solute Transport
In porous media, solute transport occurs by three processes: advection, diffusion, and mechanical 
dispersion.
Advection
The process by which solute are transported by bulk motion of the flowing water is called 
advection. The rate of solute transport occurs by advection is given by the product of solute 
concentration C and the components of apparent groundwater velocity v%, Vy, v̂ . In terms of the 
three components of the solute transport in the x, y, and the z directions, the rate of solute 
transport by advection is
FX )Advcaion ” V̂ C 
Fy )Advcctioa ■* Vy C 
Fz )Advectioo “ Vj C
Diffusion
The process by which solutes are transported by the random thermal motion of solute molecules 
is called 'diffusion. The rate of solute transport that occins by diffusion is given by Hck’s law.
In terms of the three components of the solute transport in the x, y, and the z direction, the rate of 
solute transport by diffusion is given by
F% loiffiisioo ™ •  D  3 C /  9x 
Fy loifEusioa "  “ D 3C/ 3y 
Fg K̂ffusioa ■“ “ D 9C/ 3z
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where D is the solute’s apparent diffusion coefficient The apparent diffusion coefficient for a 
solute in the porous media is much smaller than the diffusion coefficient for the same solute in 
the aqueous solution, D» An empirical relationship for D* can be written as
D* - 00(6) Do 
( porous media ) (aqueous solution )
where (0(8) is an empirical correction factor that is a function of volumetric water content The 
small size of apparent diffusion content means that the rate of solute transport by diffusion is 
usually negligibly small relative to rates of solute transport by advection and dispersion.
Mechanical Dispersion
Mechanical dispersion ( or hydraulic dispersion ) is a mixing or spreading process caused by 
small scale fluctuations in groundwater velocity along the tortuous flow paths within individual 
pores. The rate solute transport by mechanical dispersion is given by the generalized form of 
Pick’s law of diffusion. In terms of three conqx)nents of solute transport in the x, y, and the z 
direction, the rate of solute transport by mechanical dispersion is given by
F x  )Mechanical Di^iersioa “  '  D x x ^ ( 0 C )  -  D :ty 3 _ (6 C ) -  D x z ^ ( 0 C )
3x 3y 9z
Fy)MedianicalDisp<3siOQ “  "  Dy%9_(0C) - Dyŷ (0C) - Dyẑ (0C)
3x 3y 3z
F z  )Mechanical Disposioo “  "  D z x â . ( 9 C )  "  D j y ^ ( 0 C )  -  D a 0 _ ( 6 C )
3x 3y 3z
where D„, D%y, etc are the coefficients of mechanical dispersion. These coefficients can be 
computed from the expression
D y  =  a ija n  Vn, v ,
____________ Vfm + V̂,
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where the subscripts i and j refer to the three directions X, y, and z, Vm and Vn are the 
components of the pore water velocity, and the subscripts m and n refer to the directions of the 
principal components of pore water velocity. Components of the pore water velocity are 
computed fiom
Vx = Vx/ 0
V_y =  Vy/ 8
=  0
where 0 is the volumetric water content of the porous media.
The terms a\jnn are the components of the aquifer’s dispersivity. If the aquifer is assumed to be 
isotropic with respect to dispersion, all components of the aquifer’s dispersivity are zero except 
for
auii = 3l 
auii = ax
aijij = Uijp = 1_( ^  - ax ) , i Î* j 
2
where at. is the longitudinal dispersivity and ax is the transverse dispersivity of the aquifer. 
Coefficients of mechanical dispersion can be computed from the following expressions
_ D y y  =
D = [ a r ( v - , ^  + - ^ )  + a , - ^ ] / \ - \
D.y =  =  [ ( * 6  -
= [ ( * 1  -  
D y , =  =  [ ( a ,  -  a r ) - y - J  / |v1
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where |v| -
The governing equation for multi - dimensional, time dependent aerial transport of a single 
contaminant for all the three processes combined is written in vector form as (Bear, 1979; 
Nwaogazie, 1986) as
RdÇ + V.VC = V.(D-VC) + S
where Rd is the retardation factor, C is the contaminant concentration (g/m^ ), V is the 
transport medium velocity (m/day), D is the dispersion tensor (m  ̂/ day), and S is the sununation 
of all the source / sink terms for both the contaminant and transport vehicle.The velocity vector of 
the uansporting medium V, is dependent on the hydraulic head gradient from Darcy’s relation
V = -K.%
The boundary conditions are defined by the relations 
-(D.VCo).n = Fo
ifV .n < 0 , (VCo-D.VCo).n = VCo.n 
ifV .n > 0 , -(D.VCo).n = 0
where Q  is the mean concentration of the contaminant, Fq is the mass flux of the solute at the 
prescribed boundaries, and n is the unit vector normal to the boundary.
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CHAPTER 3: FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The finite element method is used as the basis for numerical implementation. Ttilinear 
isoparametric hexahedral elements are used to discretize a 3-D problem domain; Mesh 
generation is achieved fiom GWGRID.
The shape fimctions for the hexahedron are defined as :
N, ( i - F | ) ( i - n ) ( i - 0
N, ( l- F |) ( l+ T l) ( l -0
N, 1 ( l - | ) ( l + T l ) ( l - 0
Ns ” 8 (1-%)(1-T1)(1 + C)
Ne (l+ |)C l-T l)(l + 0
N, (1+I)(l+Tl)(l + Ç)
Ns (1-|)(1-FT1)(1 + Ç)
6
Fig 3: NATURAL COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR THE HEXAHEDRON ELEMENT
where % ,T| and ^ are the orthogonal system coordinates.
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as as as
















where J is tiie Jacobian. Since, 
X = x (|,T i,0
y = y(%.n, 0
z = z( | , ti,Q
Determinant I Jl is obtained as
d x .d y d z  dy dz. d x .tfy d z  dy dz. d x .d y d z  dy dz.
d |  dT| dÇ dÇ dr] dt] d |  dÇ dÇ d |  d^ d% dt] dti d |
The inverse is given as
C.i Czi C31
T - 1  A d jo in t J
•' -  |J| - C ,2 C22 C32
C.3 C23 C33
where Cg are the cofactors of the Jacobian
Hnally, the discretized shape function derivatives are shown as
'3N,' '3N,'
dx as
3N, ■ = J"’- 3N,3n
3N, 3N,
.az. . ^ J
The standard weak formulation of the Galeridn weighted residual technique is employed to cast 
the governing equations into their integral form. The Galerkin integral forms for the governing
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equations are:
J[W(Rd + V -V C -S) + VW-(D-VC)]dQ-JW„(D-VC)dT = 0
Û o t r
nW(Sh | - - Q )  + VW-(K-Vh)]dQ-jW„(K-Vh)dr = 0
Q d t r
where W is the weighting function, Q is the computational domain with the boundary F , and n 
is the unit vector normal to F. The boundary integrals arise from the application of the Green’s 
identity to the respective flux terms. The flux boundary conditions associated with both 
equations are readily satisfied through the natural boundary conditions of these expressions.
The concentration C and head h are represented by the trial approximations 
C { x , y , z , t ) =  S N i ( x , y , z ) C ; i O
j=l
h { x , y , z , t ) =  J  Ni{ x , y , z )h i ( t )
1=1
where x denotes vector space and N; is the linear basis fimction; in this instance, W = N,.
The velocity V is approximated similarly.
The matrix equivalent forms of the resultant weak statements can be expressed as
[M][c}+[K.{C}]+[A(V)KC} = {F„} 
[M ]{h}+[KJh}]={F.}
where the. refers to time differentiation, M, K and A(V) are sparse matrix coefficients, and Fh
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Fc are the right hand side vector loads.
The matrix coefficients are defined as
[M] = «lÿ =  j^NiNjdQ 
[A (y’')] = a
k ]  =  ^cg = lvN ,(D .V N jcK l 
[ K ,] = k , .= : lm ,( k .m j ) c K i  
{ F c } = fC .= j^ N ,S d a + lN i[n .iD V C ‘)]dQ 
{f%}= A  =  4A ^,.j2^+4iV ,k(* .V A ‘)]dQ
For steady state flow, the resulting Poisson equation for h is solved using a Cholesky skyline 
decomposition.
Simple modifications are used to replace the typical FEM global assembly operations with local 
formulations (8 * 8 in 3-D) per time step. Although the coefficient matrices are explicitly 
reformed with each time step, performing the operations on a local level significantly reduces 
storage and enhances overall solution speed, hr cases where element distortion is minimal, 
reduced integration is used. Detailed descriptions of the matrix coefficient modifications are 
discussed in Pepper and Singer (1990).
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Petrov - Galerkin Weighting
A Petrov - Galerkin scheme is used to stabilize the species transport equation. In this approach, 
the advection term is weighted by the function
rather than by the standard shape function N;. The element size he is calculated using the mesh 
length vectors. For a three dimensional hexahedral element, its value is given by
~  V
where a  = coth with P = (Yu and Heinrich., 1986). The diffusion
coefficients D« is an effective diffusion in the direction of the local velocity vector and is calculated
using the components of D as
V^.D.V
The coefficient (De ) describes effective diffusion in the direction of the local velocity vector.
The modified weighing function are dependent on the magnitude and the direction of the flow 
velocity and media diffusion parameter. The weight function introduces a scaled diffusion into 
the numerical scheme which adjusts its damping affect on the model according to specific 
trouble zones. Elements with little advection will have weighting functions equal to standard 
shape fuftctions; elements with high flow velocities will use augmented weighting functions in 
order to control the advection terms.
The weighting has the effect of introducing a form of anisotropic balancing diffusion into the 
numerical scheme which acts along the local streamline. The precise amount of artificial 
diffusion (for eliminating the shortest waves ) and direction in which it must be added for 
optimizing accuracy is calculated over each element.
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Petrov - Galerkin mesh length vectors are defined as :
UL = upper left comer (front)
UR = upper right comer (fijont)
BUL= upper left comer (back)
BUR= upper right comer (back)
LL =» lower left comer (fi-ont) 
LR = lower right comer (front) 
BLL= lower left comer (back) 
BLR= lower right comer (back)
hg; —•333*[(Xlr —(Xj_L +Xm_)+(xBLR ■*"̂ bur) ‘~(*bll '*"^bul)]
—• 3 3 3 * [ (y i_ R  + y u R ) " “ (y L L  y  UL )  ■*■ ( y  BLR y  BUR )  "  ( y  BLL " ^ y B U L )]  
—-333*[(Zlr ■*"Zur)~ (Z ll ■*'2ul) + (z3lr "l"Zg^ )̂ —(Zg^  ̂"^^bul)] 
hi]x ~"333*[(Xug +Xul)~(X lr +XLL) + (Xgug +Xbul) —(XgLjj +XgLL)]
h^gr ~ - 3 3 3 * [ ( y u g  +  y  uL )  ( y  LR y  LL )  ( y  BUR y  BUL )  “  ( y  BLR ■*"yBLL)] 
h g z  = - 3 3 3 * [ ( Z u u  + Z u l ) ~ ( Z lr  + Z L L )  +  (Z g u g  + Z g g L ) ~ ( Z B L R  + Z b l l ) ]
hçj =-333*[(Xjjj +X jj_) —(Xgijj +Xgn_) + (Xug +Xul) —(Xgjjg +Xgm_)]
hçy —'333 * [(y LR +  y LL ) — (y BLR y BLL )"^(yUR ■*"yUL)~(y BUR y BUL )] 
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Fig 4: MESH LENGTH VECTORS USED IN PETROV-GALERKIN WEIGH
he = lh|l + lh2Î +Ih3l
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CHAPTER 4: PROGRAMMING BASICS
Cholesky Decomposition
One of the most efficient and popular approaches for solving banded system of equations is 
Cholesky decomposition which is a modified Gauss Elimination method.The algorithm relies on the 
fact that a symmetric matrix can be decomposed into lower and upper triangular 
matrices ie.,
M = U^'.U
where the subscript T denotes the transpose. The above equation can be written in recurrence form 
as:
n 1/2f  i- ' 2
"ij -  ™ij ~ SUfci 
\  k=l
i-1
™ ij  -  S ^ k i U k j  
U„ =  !sd , i < j
Ujj = 0 , i >  j
which makes the matrix positive definite. This procedure significantly speeds up the LU 
decomposition step. Forward and backward substitution can then be performed to yield the 
solution vector. In this method, pivoting is not required to avoid division by zero. The positive 
definiteness of the matrix A guarantees that u„ > 0 for all values of I.
24
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The matrix formulation for the transient, saturated flow equation is set as follows: 
[M] = [C] + At[K]
W  = {h}„„
{B} = ([C]-At[K]){h,}+At({F},+{F}„„)
where [C] is the global capacitance matrix, [K] is the global conductance matrix, At is the time 
step, and {F} are the specified rates of groundwater flow representing sources and sinks at the 
Neumann nodes. {F} is known at all time steps, {h}, is known fiom the initial conditions or from 
solution obtained from the previous time step.{h},+ t̂ are the known values of hydraulic heads at 
time t + At.
[M] ,[C] and [K] are symmetric. The choice of At will have no effect on the symmetry of 
[M]. Because [M] is symmetric, the banded equations can be easily solved in vector storage.
Vector Stor^e: In vector storage only the entries within the band are stored; the entries 
outside the band ( which are all zero ) are discarded. The phenomenon can be explained with an 
example. Assume 6 equations with semi - bandwidth of 2. In full matrix storage, 36 entries are 
stored including the 20 entries “outside” the band that are known to be zero. If the matrix is 
non - symmetric, the entries within the band can be stored in vector with length USIZE where
DSIZE = (NDOF)^ - (NDOF - SBW ) ( 1 + NDOF - SBW )
where NDOF ( for Number of Degrees of Freedom ) is the number of equations and SBW is the 
semi - bandwidth. For this case :
nSlZE = ( 6 ) ^ - ( 6 - 2 ) ( l + 6 - 2 )  = 16
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(a) Full Matrix Storage NDOF = 6 SBW = 2
[M] =
m , i ™12 0 0 0 0
1021 m j 2 ™23 0 0 0
0 ^ 3 2 ™33 ™ 34 0 0
0 0 ™43 m 4 4 ^ 4 5 0
0 0 0 1054 ™55 “ 56
0 0 0 0 ™65 “ 66
36 entries ; 20 entries outside the band (o' s)
(b) Vector storage
































Minimization of the semi - bandwidth is desirable because the size of the system of linear 
equations created by the finite element method could be quite large. When the system of
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equations is operated on in matrix form, the storage edacity of many computers can be quickly 
be exceeded. The semi - bandwidth for any mesh can be computed from: SBW = R + 1, where R 
is the maximum difference in any two node numbers within a single element in a mesh ( if  the 
value of the field variable is specified at a node however that node is not used in the calculation 
of R). The minimum bandwidth for a particular mesh can be achieved by numbering nodes across 
the narrow dimension of the problem domain.
Mass Matrix
In the 9 - method, the time derivative is replaced by the simple difference as:
n+1^n i _  jn
9t At
where T" = T(x, t,) denotes the variable’s value at time t =* tn, At is the time increment, and 
t„+i =tn + At . A relaxation parameter 0 is introduced now and the solution T is written in 
the form:
T = 8T"+' + ( l - 9 ) T " , t „  <t<t„^i
If we set 0 = 0 , we will not obtain a fully explicit method due to the presence of mass matrix 
which must always be inverted.
For an equation of the type:
= At[Fq2_3 +  Fq - (k +  H2_3)T"] + MT"
To calculate T"''’ ' requires M"' to be computed or some elimination method to be used to solve 
for T" * ' due to the coupling created by the mass matrix.
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In order to obtain a fiilly explicit scheme, we diagonalize or “lump” the mass matrix M . The 
mass matrix is then replaced by the lumped mass matrix M', defined by
M' =[m!=]
where
0 if  i ^  j
Z “ !j if i  = j  
, j=i
which is a diagonal matrix. The above eq. is then modified to:
“ ij =
= At(M‘ )-’[Fq2_3 + Fq -  (k + H2_3)T"] +  T" 
which is fully explicit. (M‘)'* is trivial to compute sinceit is given by: 
fO if i #  j
m=
To produce a fidly explicit algorithm, the mass matrix [M] is diagonalized by employing the 
following lumped mass approximation.
r /=i
where mj denotes the diagonal term 1 of the lumped mass matrix. By construction, all off 
diagonal terms of the mass matrix are zero. This technique permits easy matrix inversion, 
allowing explicit solution steps.
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Time Marching
An explicit second order Runge - Kutta method is used to advance the ̂ scretized 
equations in time. With the lumped mass matrix denoted by [M' ] ,  {C} is advanced in time 
according to the following two - step algorithm:
{ c r = { c } " + ^ ^ î î ^ ( { F j - K K c } - [ A ] { c } ) ” 4
2R^
where [m  ̂ ] is the inverse lumped mass matrix; superscript n denotes a quantity evaluated at 
time n Ar, with At being the magnitude of the time step. The temporal integration of the nodal 
values for the head is carried out in an analogous fashion. The Courant limit is calculated for 
each element and the time step is adjusted to ensure the explicit discretization stability (Hofhnan 
and Chiang, 1993).
By assuming the head (h) to be steady state, a Poisson equation for h is obtained 
V^h = f(x,y,z)
which can be solved using either a Cholesky skyline decomposition or a Conjugate gradient 
method.
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CHAPTER 5: SIMULATIONS
The code is used to compare three - dimension with the two - dimension model results of two cases: 
namely the Savannah River Site model and the Yucca Moimtain Repository model. The Savaimah 
River site model is a purely saturated case model with variable satiuated soil conditions at the 
surface; the Yucca Mountain model has its domain in the unsaturated zone with the water table 
acting as the boundary condition at the bottom of the grid.
Both models assume isothermal, steady state hydrologie conditions over the course of solution. 
Since there is only a single source of contaminant discharge and the solver was run until the 
maximum desired time limit for both the cases was surpassed.
Savannah River Repository
The two dimensional data set for the Savannah River site was easily available (SRL, S. Carolina) 
and has also been worked upon by former UNLV graduate student Bryan Dunlop. An accurate 
remediation model can be developed.
The study performed shows a general comparison of the code’s results against actual 
conditions which exist at the F-Basin site.
Background
Process water discharge from the F Area to the F Area basin 3 began in 1957 (Fenimore and 
Horton, 1972). Tritium was detected in well FI 8 and concentrations peaked in November 1963. 
Fennimore and Horton (1972) assumed a travel time of 52 months over distance of 800 ft and 
calculated an interstitial groundwater velocity of 184.6 ft/yr. These authors also determined that 
the average hydraulic gradient near the basin 3 was equal to .005. Assuming an effective
30
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porosity of 0220, the hydraulic conductivity was calculated to be 2022 ft/day. These extremely high 
hydraulic conductivity estimate suggests that local zones of preferred flow control groundwater 
movement near the F area seepage basin 3.
Estimates of the amoimt of aqueous tritium released to the environment from both the F and 11- 
Area basins are about 444,000 curies for the years from 1954 to 1988 (Murphy et al.,1991). Data 
about the amoimt and the types of pollutants are extensive yet no guidelines are set to good 
approximation for contaminant release.
In March 1986, a study was done on the characterization of groundwater flow and transport in 
the separation zones by GeoTrans for the Savannah River Laboratoiy(Aiken, South Carolina). 
FTWORK; a three dimensional groundwater flow and solute transport code, was written to trace 
the contour of the concentration of the solute transporL The code utilizes finite difference method 
and does take into account the mechanism of transport of advection, dispersion, adsorption and 
decay. It solves both the transient and steady state flow with source and sink terms. Results 
generated from the code showed the flow moving north to south in Aquifer 1 and 2 and 
northwesterly in Aquifer 3. Solute concentrations down gradient of the H-Area seepage basins 
increase with time. F-Area basin to Four Mile Branch Creek, source to sink, travel times are 
estimated to Hve and Eight years (Killian et al., 1985; Ashley et al., 1982). Also it is important 
that the migration of the contaminant did not occur in the lower aquifer except in minute amounts. 
Historically only traces of tritium have been recorded there (GeoTrans, 1993).
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Savannah River Site Model
This section explains the textural characteristics of the different sections of the river site; namely 
the Barnwell, McBean, Congaree and the upper Tuscaloosa aquifers, and the Tan, Green, and the 
Ellenton Clay confining units. The Barnwell aquifer has two distinct units with respect to 
textural character. The upper part of the Barnwell is mostly clayey sand with discontinuous clay 
and silt lenses: in the lower part, silty and poorly graded sand predominate. The Tan clay 
separates the Barnwell and McBean aquifers. The clay is areally discontinuous but appears to 
have confining effects extensively over the study area. The Tan Qay ranges from 0 to more than 
10ft thick, averaging 3 to 5 ft thick. The clay layer is assumed continuous unit by the model.
The McBean aquifer also exhibits vertical textmal trends. The upper part of the unit is 
mostly clayey sand and poorly graded sand, while the lower layer is mainly clayey and silty sand. 
Clay and silty layer are also distributed throughout the full thickness of the McBean. Some 
portions of the McBean also exhibit calcareous zones. The McBean and the Congaree aquifers 
are separated by a very competent, continuous confining unit, the Green clay. The clay is areally 
extensive through the model area. The observed thickness varies fiom 0 to 20 ft but averages 
between 3 and 6 ft.
The Congaree is composed of coarsening upward sequence of clays, silts and sands. The upper 
part of the unit consists of poorly sorted sand. The lower part is mainly made of finer grained 
particles.
For the model, the maximum head was assumed to be 100m at the top of the mesh near the basin 
and the lowest was 65 m at the river. There is only one source which is submerged into the 
saturated zone. Conductance values for the elements were derived from the soil samples typical 
for the site. In the aquifer above the clay confining layer k„ = 1.10 (m/day) and kyy = .006. kzz in
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the z direction is the same as in the x direction. The lower aquifer has conductance of k» = 1.2 
and kjy= 6*10'^ All clay elements are assigned conductivity’s of k*» = and kjy = 6*10' .̂
Savannah Results
The mesh used for this model is a fairly coarse mesh. Hie number of nodes and elements are 800 
and 513 respectively. The planes in the z - direction change from 0 to 150 with intervals of 50. 
The soturce is kept at the middle plane at z = 50 and z = 100. The solute transport is observed for 
15 years time frame. Source was located at element 116 of the mesh.
From the Concentration contour it is evident that the contour traces a flow extensively in the x- 
direction while the flow in the vertical direction (y-direction) is comparatively confined. As the 
conductivity in the z-direction is the same as in the x-direction, the concentration of the variable is 
spread centrally ie. maximum on the middle plane and equally but little less spread in the outward 
planes; at z = 0 and z = 150. The velocities in the x-direction are highly varied, while the velocity 
in y-direction is about in the same range. In the x-direction the velocity changed fix>m a magnitude 
of 10‘® to .17 (m/day). The velocity in the z-direction also observes the same pattern as the x- 
direction and the magnitude changes from 10'" to 10'̂  (m/day). Velocity in the x and z direction 
are mainly positive. The velocity in the y-direction varies from 10'̂  to 10"' (m/day).
The results showed that the clay intrusions near the source did little to hinder the flow of the 
plume while the lower clay layers did control the flow of the contaminant. The contaminant 
hardly migrated in the lower aquifer region which is consistent with the historical data from the 
site. The contaminant range varies from -69 to 341 (gm/m^).
Results of the two dimension simulation are close in magnitude and direction of flow matches to 
that of the three dimension simulation.
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Fig 7: Concentration Contour (SRS2-D) for a) 2 yr b) 4 yr c) 6 yr d) 10 yr e) 15 yr
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Fig 8: Concentration Contour (SRS 3-D) for a) 2yr b) 4 yr c) 6 yr d) 10 yr e) 15 yr
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top v iew  of the plot
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fig 9; Concentration Contour for Savannah River (3-D) 15 yrs.
Fig 9
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Yucca Mountain Repository Model
This is the second of the two test cases run for this research project. The data set pertaining to 
the rock and the soil characteristics is still under observation and being collected, hence more 
assumptions regarding the parameters are taken into accounL While the existence regarding the 
proposed site is still a big question mark; future models of thus site should contain fewer 
assumptions and approximations.
Background
A large amount of effort has been conducted on the proposed plan of high level nuclear 
repository at the Yucca Mountain. But still by the end of 1995, there was doubt over lack of 
emphasis being placed over the determination of the mass transport of the radio - nuclides under 
partially saturated conditions.
In the past few years numerical models for the site hydrology have been developed and used to 
determine the importance of specific parameters to the over -all hydrological system (Zimmerman 
and Bodvarsson. 1990: Rockhold et. al., 1990; Wittwer et al.. 1993). Work has been done on the 
two - dimensional analysis for this particular project but not sufficiently for 'large - scale ’.
Yucca Model
The Yucca Mountain Repository is approximately 300 m above the water table. The stratification 
of the cross section is not as detailed as the Savannah River site model but it does contain very 
distinct layering.
The characterization of the Yucca Moimtain Repository is undergoing constant 
development and change and therefore the information and the data needed for the making of this 
model might become outdated. The Exploratory Studies Facility (ESP) will evolve into the
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Table 2: Lithological layers as described by the LBL/USGS Site - Scale model of the 
unsaturated zone at the proposed Yucca Mountain repositoiy site.
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repository block should the studies prove the site to be suitable. As observed for the Savannah 
river model, GWGRID was used to design the mesh for the Yucca Mountain model.
For the Ghost Dance Fault (GDP); that runs through the proposed repository block site, was 
modeled as an ordinary element with a high vertical conductance on the order of 100 times greater 
than the neighboring elements. The analysis occurs over thousand of years so the water table 
should not be assumed to be at its current level during the whole analysis. An average head value 
for the water table was calculated based on the current head and the highest predicted head values ( 
Winograd et al., 1980; Czamecki, 1985). The bottom of the mesh was assigned head values for 
791 m. A zero hydraulic flux constraint was used along the sides of the mesh. A source hydraulic 
flux was used along the top of the mesh to simulate the water infiltration rate seen normally for the 
area, 0.10 mm/yr (Wittwer et al., 1993).
The horizontal conductivity of the various strata was approximated as being equal to the vertical 
conductivity except the GDF elements. The conductivity in z-direction is same as that of the x- 
direction again. For upper tuffs the vertical conductivity k ranged from .004 to .0055 m/day while 
the lower tuffs ranged from .0007 to .0032 m/day (Natl’ Res. Coimcil, 1992). A contaminant may 
be assumed to be leaking from a constant, continuous source during the entire simulation which is 
highly unlikely but still a conservative estimate.
Yucca Mountain Repository Results
The number of nodes and elements are 768 and 495 respectively. The planes in the z - direction 
change from 0 to 150 with intervals of 50. The source is kept at the middle plane for z = 50 and 
z = 100. The solute transport is simulated for 10,000 year time frame. Source was located at 
element 149 of the mesh.















Fig 13: Concentration Contour (Yucca Mtn 2-D) for (a) 2500 b) 5000 c) 7500 d) 10000 )yrs
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Top v iew  of th e  plot
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Fig 14; Concentration Contour for Yucca Mtn (3-D) 10,000 years
Fig 14
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The contour plot for the solute shows that the contour spread is only confined to the y - direction ( 
vertical) and hardly spreads in the x - direction ( along the horizontal ). The velocities are 
extremely small and hardly noticeable for the x and the z - direction (order 10"̂  m/day). The major 
flow of the velocity is in the vertical direction. Also in the Ghost dance fault, one observes 
fluctuating high velocities due to steep fall.
On this particular model, there was definite observance of numerical noise generation. The cause is 
attributed to the relatively coarse mesh. The model showed the contaminant to merge at the bottom 
level after 10,000 years; but as the model is based on the assumption of a continuous leaking 
cylinder and slightly saturated flow, the result can be taken as being on the safer side.
Even for this model; there was remarkable similarity of results for both the two - dimensional and 
the three - dimensional model.
Simulation Time (Yrs) 
Savannah River Site
Simulation time (Yrs) 
Yucca Mountain
WallClock Time (sec.)
2 - Dimension 15 years lO.OCX) years 121 secs/ 245secs
3 - Dimension 15 years 10.000 years 258 secs / 17500 secs
Table 3: Time comparison of the two Models.
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CHAPTER 6: CLOSING REMARKS
The comparison of both the models from the three dimension to the two dimension were good. The 
results were highly dependent on the assumption that the hydraulic conductivity in the z - direction 
(depth ) was assumed to be the same as the conductivity in the x - direction (horizontal).
The proposed Yucca Mountain site is hydraulically suitable for storage of high - level radioactive 
waste as it will require over ten thousand years for the water to reach the water table. The 
simulation run from the three - dimensional model with the corresponding similar boundary 
conditions proved that the two - dimensional result is quite good. Both model suffers from 
numerical noise production and numerical instability, in the absence of ad^tion.
It was assumed that the container is undergoing a continuous leakage a ten thousand year period 
which is the worst scenario possible. The assumption that the model is isothermal can lead to the 
conclusion that air pressure varies little and therefore the governing equations used are good 
approximations for large saturated zones.
The Savannah River site model also predicted the results effectively. As seen from the two - 
dimensional simulation, the plume spreads more in the lateral direction than in the transverse 
direction, indicating motion towards the water bed. The three - dimensional analysis showed the 
plume to be a little more spread in the z - direction than extensively going in the lateral direction. 
The result of the plume movement could be attributed to the ease of movement of the groundwater 
flow in the z - direction as the hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be same in z - direction and the 
X - direction. Even the three dimensional model evaluated the model to be safe for a period of 
fifteen years which is more than the half - life of Tritium.
48
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fifteen years which is more than the half - life of Tritium.
Comparisons to the other models was difficult since less work has been done in the three - 
dimensional modeling. Also the data sets for prediction of the hydraulic conductivity varies from 
model to model.
SUMMARY
A definite need exists for a accurate, inexpensive, and simple use of numerical models for the 
transport of the groundwater contaminants. The 3-D model appears capable of providing possible 
scenarios for new possible repository area design and remediation. The code incorporates a Petrov 
- Galerkin scheme weighting, mass lumping and reduced integration scheme.
The proposed Yucca Mountain site is currently under a great deal of scmtiny. The approximations 
for contaminant transport, if a leak were to occur, tend to occur over a period of ten thousand years 
to water table impact. It appears that the ten thousand year period falls well inside the safety 
requirements and there should be no possibility of the plume reaching the water bed. All the 
approximations assume a continuous release of contaminant, an unlikely scenario, suggesting that 
the location of the high level radioactive waste repository is hydraulically suitable. Recent 
developments have shown a negative attitude of the U.S. government to allocate 
this site for nuclear dumping.
The Savannah River site F- basin was also an example case for numerical model. An explanation 
of the two dimensional and three dimensional results suggests that the plume flow closely follows 
observed values. There plume reached the water bed within a 15 year period.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
A look at the results and the study done through the thesis work suggest the following:
• A finer mesh is needed to obtain more precise results. Adaption of the mesh is another factor 
which will help in obtaining more accurate solutions.
• A need to obtain a more realistic three dimension data set (instead of assumption of 
conductivity in the x - direction to be same as in z - direction ) would indeed alter results.
• Carefully adjusting the time step will help obtaining better solutions.
• Optimization of the band width would also help in reducing memory requirements.
• Having precise model parameter values for the parameter file will also be highly helpful.
• Code to run the unsaturated model will prove extremely effective getting accurate results.
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NOMENCLATURE
C =  Concentration(g / m^)
V= Vector, velocity field ( m / day)
D = Vector Dispersion tensor (m^ / day) 
h = height o f the water table (m)
H = Prescribed head value (m) 
n  = unit vector normal to the boundaries 
S = Contaminant Source / Sink (gm / day)
Q = groundwater source / sink (m / day)
V = absolute fluid flow velocity, |V| = +v^% + w^x
W = Galerkin Weighting Function 
R(j = Retardation factor, value of 1 is used 
C q = Mean Concentration ( g / m ^ )
Sh = Specific "Yield
Kjj = Permeability ( m / day)
ho = initial head (m)
n^ = outward unit normal ( X - direction)
ny = outward unit normal ( y - direction)
n^ = outward unit normal ( z  - direction)
F; = boundary group of nodes
Uj = Darcy's Velocity components (m / day)
d|j = hydrodynamic dispersion tensoral components (m)
Hd = molecular diffusion (m^ / day) 
t t j  = transverse dispersivity (m)
= longitudanel dispersivity (m)
C| = nodal contaminant concentration (g / m^)
Q. = Computational domain 
F  = domain boundary 
N; = trilinear isoparametric shape function 
Wj = Petrov Galerkin weighting function 
hg = Element size parameter
51
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= Horizontal m esh length vector 
= Vertical mesh length vector 
A; = Diagonal mesh length vector (z)
P = Species transport equation Peclet number 
n = number o f nodes in the mesh 
0 = effective porosity 
K = tensor hydraulic conductivity (m / day)
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APPENDIX A: FLOWCHART OF THE CODE
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APPENDIX B: INPUT FILES FOR SAVANNAH RIVER SITE 
AND YUCCA MOUNTAIN REPOSITORY
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3-D DATA SET FOR SAVANNAH RIVER SHE 
800 513
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
2 21.42860 0.00000 0.00000
3 42.85710 0.00000 0.00000
4 64.28570 0.00000 0.00000
5 85.71430 0.00000 0.00000
6 107.14300 0.00000 0.00000
7 128.57100 0.00000 0.00000
8 150.00000 0.00000 0.00000
9 0.00000 16.66670 0.00000
10 21.42860 16.66670 0.00000
11 42.85710 16.66670 0.00000
12 64.28570 16.66670 0.00000
13 85.71430 16.66670 0.00000
14 107.14300 16.66670 0.00000
15 128.57100 16.66670 0.00000
16 150.00000 16.66670 0.00000
17 0.00000 33.33330 0.00000
18 21.42860 33.33330 0.00000
19 42.85710 33.33330 0.00000
20 64.28570 33.33330 0.00000
21 85.71430 33.33330 0.00000
22 107.14300 3333330 0.00000
23 128.57100 33.33330 0.00000
24 150.00000 33.33330 0.00000
25 0.00000 50.00000 0.00000
26 21.42860 50.00000 0.00000
27 42.85710 50.00000 0.00000
28 64.28570 50.00000 0.00000
29 85.71430 50.00000 0.00000
30 107.14300 50.00000 0.00000
31 128.57100 50.00000 0.00000
32 150.00000 50.00000 0.00000
33 0.00000 66.66670 0.00000
34 21.42860 66.66670 0.00000
35 42.85710 66.66670 0.00000
36 64.28570 66.66670 0.00000
37 85.71430 66.66670 0.00000
38 107.14300 66.66670 0.00000
39 128.57100 66.66670 0.00000
40 150.00000 66.66670 0.00000
41 0.00000 83.33330 0.00000
42 21.42860 83.33330 0.00000
43 42.85710 83.33330 0.00000
44 64.28570 83.33330 0.00000
45 85.71430 83.33330 0.00000
46 107.14300 83.33330 0.00000
47 128.57100 8333330 0.00000
48 150.00000 83.33330 0.00000
49 0.00000 100.00000 0.00000
50 21.42860 100.00000 0.00000
51 42.85710 100.00000 0.00000
52 64.28570 100.00000 0.00000
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53 85.71430 100.00000 0.00000
54 107.14300 100.00000 0.00000
55 12837100 100.00000 0.00000
56 150.00000 100.00000 0.00000
57 0.00000 116.66700 0.00000
58 21.42860 116.66700 0.00000
59 42.85710 116.66700 0.00000
60 64.28570 116.66700 0.00000
61 85.71430 116.66700 0.00000
62 107.14300 116.66700 0.00000
63 12837100 116.66700 0.00000
64 150.00000 116.66700 0.00000
65 0.00000 133.33299 0.00000
66 21.42860 133.33299 0.00000
67 42.85710 133.33299 0.00000
68 64.28570 133.33299 0.00000
69 85.71430 133.33299 0.00000
70 107.14300 133.33299 0.00000
71 128.57100 133.33299 0.00000
72 150.00000 133.33299 0.00000
73 0.00000 150.00000 0.00000
74 21.42860 150.00000 0.00000
75 42.85710 150.00000 0.00000
76 64.28570 150.00000 0.00000
77 85.71430 150.00000 0.00000
78 107.14300 150.00000 0.00000
79 12837100 150.00000 0.00000
80 150.00000 150.00000 0.00000
81 0.00000 0.00000 50.00000
82 21.42860 0.00000 50.00000
83 42.85710 0.00000 50.00000
84 64.28570 0.00000 50.00000
85 85.71430 0.00000 50.00000
86 107.14300 0.00000 50.00000
87 128.57100 0.00000 50.00000
88 150.00000 0.00000 50.00000
89 0.00000 16.66670 50.00000
90 21.42860 16.66670 50.00000
91 42.85710 16.66670 50.00000
92 64.28570 16.66670 50.00000
93 85.71430 16.66670 50.00000
94 107.14300 16.66670 50.00000
95 12837100 16.66670 50.00000
96 150.00000 16.66670 50.00000
97 0.00000 3333330 50.00000
98 21.42860 33.33330 50.00000
99 42.85720 33.33330 50.00000
100 64.28570 33.33330 50.00000
101 85.71430 33.33330 50.00000
102 107.14300 3333330 50.00000
103 12837100 3333330 50.00000
104 150.00000 3333330 50.00000
117 85.71430 66.66670 50.00000
118 107.14300 66.66670 50.00000
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119 128.57100 66.66670 50.00000
120 150.00000 66.66670 50.00000
121 0.00000 83.33330 50.00000
122 21.42860 83.33330 50.00000
123 42.85710 83.33330 50.00000
124 64.28570 83.33330 50.00000
125 85.71430 83.33330 50.00000
126 107.14300 83J3330 50.00000
127 128.57100 83.33330 50.00000
128 150.00000 8333330 50.00000
129 0.00000 100.00000 50.00000
130 21.42860 100.00000 50.00000
131 42.85720 100.00000 50.00000
132 64.28570 100.00000 50.00000
133 85.71430 100.00000 50.00000
134 107.14300 100.00000 50.00000
135 128.57100 100.00000 50.00000
136 150.00000 100.00000 50.00000
137 0.00000 116.66700 50.00000
138 21.42860 116.66700 50.00000
139 42.85710 116.66700 50.00000
140 64.28570 116.66700 50.00000
141 85.71430 116.66700 50.00000
142 107.14300 116.66700 50.00000
143 128.57100 116.66700 50.00000
144 150.00000 116.66700 50.00000
145 0.00000 133.33299 50.00000
146 21.42860 133.33299 50.00000
147 42.85720 133.33299 50.00000
148 64.28570 133.33299 50.00000
149 85.71430 133.33299 50.00000
150 107.14300 133.33299 50.00000
151 128.57100 13333299 50.00000
152 150.00000 133.33299 50.00000
153 0.00000 150.00000 50.00000
154 21.42860 150.00000 50.00000
155 42.85710 150.00000 50.00000
156 64.28570 150.00000 50.00000
157 85.71430 150.00000 50.00000
158 107.14300 150.00000 50.00000
159 128.57100 150.00000 50.00000
160 150.00000 150.00000 50.00000
161 0.00000 0.00000 100.00000
162 21.42860 0.00000 100.00000
163 42.85710 0.00000 100.00000
164 64.28570 0.00000 100.00000
165 85.71430 0.00000 100.00000
166 107.14300 0.00000 100.00000
167 12837100 0.00000 100.00000
168 150.00000 0.00000 100.00000
169 0.00000 16.66670 100.00000
170 21.42860 16.66670 100.00000
171 42.85710 16.66670 100.00000
172 64.28570 16.66670 100.00000
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173 85.71430 16.66670 100.00000
174 107.14300 16.66670 100.00000
175 128.57100 16.66670 100.00000
176 150.00000 16.66670 100.00000
177 0.00000 33.33330 100.00000
178 21.42860 3333330 100.00000
179 42.85710 3333330 100.00000
180 64.28570 3333330 100.00000
181 85.71430 3333330 100.00000
182 107.14300 3333330 100.00000
183 128.57100 3333330 100.00000
184 150.00000 3333330 100.00000
185 0.00000 50.00000 100.00000
186 21.42860 50.00000 100.00000
187 42.85710 50.00000 100.00000
188 64.28570 50.00000 100.00000
189 85.71430 50.00000 100.00000
190 107.14300 50.00000 100.00000
191 128.57100 50.00000 100.00000
192 150.00000 50.00000 100.00000
193 0.00000 66.66670 100.00000
194 21.42860 66.66670 100.00000
195 42.85710 66.66670 100.00000
196 64.28570 66.66670 100.00000
197 85.71430 66.66670 100.00000
198 107.14300 66.66670 100.00000
199 128.57100 66.66670 100.00000
200 150.00000 66.66670 100.00000
201 0.00000 8333330 100.00000
202 21.42860 8333330 100.00000
203 42.85710 8333330 100.00000
204 64.28570 83.33330 100.00000
205 85.71430 83.33330 100.00000
206 107.14300 83.33330 100.00000
207 128.57100 83.33330 100.00000
208 150.00000 83.33330 100.00000
209 0.00000 100.00000 100.00000
210 21.42860 100.00000 100.00000
211 42.85720 100.00000 100.00000
212 64.28570 100.00000 100.00000
213 85.71430 100.00000 100.00000
214 107.14300 100.00000 100.00000
215 12837100 100.00000 100.00000
216 150.00000 100.00000 100.00000
217 0.00000 116.66700 100.00000
218 21.42860 116.66700 100.00000
219 42.85710 116.66700 100.00000
220 64.28570 116.66700 100.00000
221 85.71430 116.66700 100.00000
222 107.14300 116.66700 100.00000
223 12837100 116.66700 100.00000
224 150.00000 116.66700 100.00000
225 0.00000 133.33299 100.00000
226 21.42860 133.33299 100.00000
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227 42.85710 133.33299 100.00000
228 64.28570 133.33299 100.00000
229 85.71430 133.33299 100.00000
230 107.14300 133.33299 100.00000
231 128.57100 133.33299 100.00000
232 150.00000 133.33299 100.00000
233 0.00000 150.00000 100.00000
234 21.42860 150.00000 100.00000
235 42.85710 150.00000 100.00000
236 64.28570 150.00000 100.00000
237 85.71430 150.00000 100.00000
238 107.14300 150.00000 100.00000
239 128.57100 150.00000 100.00000
240 150.00000 150.00000 100.00000
241 0.00000 0.00000 150.00000
242 21.42860 0.00000 150.00000
243 42.85710 0.00000 150.00000
244 64.28570 0.00000 150.00000
245 85.71430 0.00000 150.00000
246 107.14300 0.00000 150.00000
247 128.57100 0.00000 150.00000
248 150.00000 0.00000 150.00000
249 0.00000 16.66670 150.00000
250 21.42860 16.66670 150.00000
251 42.85710 16.66670 150.00000
252 64.28570 16.66670 150.00000
253 85.71430 16.66670 150.00000
254 107.14300 16.66670 150.00000
255 128.57100 16.66670 150.00000
256 150.00000 16.66670 150.00000
257 0.00000 33.33330 150.00000
258 21.42860 3333330 150.00000
259 42.85710 33.33330 150.00000
260 64.28570 33.33330 150.00000
261 85.71430 3333330 150.00000
262 107.14300 33.33330 150.00000
263 128.57100 33.33330 150.00000
264 150.00000 33.33330 150.00000
265 0.00000 50.00000 150.00000
266 21.42860 50.00000 150.00000
267 42.85710 50.00000 150.00000
268 64.28570 50.00000 150.00000
269 85.71430 50.00000 150.00000
270 107.14300 50.00000 150.00000
271 128.57100 50.00000 150.00000
272 150.00000 50.00000 150.00000
273 0.00000 66.66670 150.00000
274 21.42860 66.66670 150.00000
275 42.85710 66.66670 150.00000
276 64.28570 66.66670 150.00000
277 85.71430 66.66670 150.00000
278 107.14300 66.66660 150.00000
279 128.57100 66.66670 150.00000
280 150.00000 66.66670 150.00000
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281 0.00000 83.33330 150.00000
282 21.42860 83.33330 150.00000
283 42.85710 83.33330 150.00000
284 64.28570 83.33330 150.00000
285 85.71430 8333330 150.00000
286 107.14300 8333330 150.00000
287 128.57100 83.33330 150.00000
288 150.00000 83.33330 150.00000
289 0.00000 100.00000 150.00000
290 21.42860 100.00000 150.00000
291 42.85710 100.00000 150.00000
292 64.28570 100.00000 150.00000
293 85.71430 100.00000 150.00000
294 107.14300 100.00000 150.00000
295 128.57100 100.00000 150.00000
296 150.00000 100.00000 150.00000
297 0.00000 116.66700 150.00000
298 21.42860 116.66700 150.00000
299 42.85720 116.66700 150.00000
300 64.28570 116.66700 150.00000
301 85.71430 116.66700 150.00000
302 107.14300 116.66700 150.00000
303 128.57100 116.66700 150.00000
304 150.00000 116.66700 150.00000
305 0.00000 133.33299 150.00000
306 21.42860 133.33299 150.00000
307 42.85710 133.33299 150.00000
308 64.28570 133.33299 150.00000
309 85.71430 133.33299 150.00000
310 107.14300 133.33299 150.00000
311 128.57100 133.33299 150.00000
312 150.00000 133.33299 150.00000
313 0.00000 150.00000 150.00000
314 21.42860 150.00000 150.00000
315 42.85710 150.00000 150.00000
316 64.28570 150.00000 150.00000
317 85.71430 150.00000 150.00000
318 107.14300 150.00000 150.00000
319 128.57100 150.00000 150.00000
320 150.00000 150.00000 150.00000
321 170.00000 0.00000 0.00000
322 190.00000 0.00000 0.00000
323 210.00000 0.00000 0.00000
324 230.00000 0.00000 0.00000
325 250.00000 0.00000 0.00000
326 170.00000 16.08000 0.00000
327 190.00000 15.56440 0.00000
328 210.00000 15.12000 0.00000
329 230.00000 14.74670 0.00000
330 250.00000 14.44440 0.00000
331 170.00000 32.16000 0.00000
332 190.00000 31.12890 0.00000
333 210.00000 30.24000 0.00000
334 230.00000 29.49330 0.00000
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335 250.00000 28.88890 0.00000
336 170.00000 48.24000 0.00000
337 190.00000 46.69330 0.00000
338 210.00000 45.36000 0.00000
339 230.00000 44.24000 0.00000
340 250.00000 43.33330 0.00000
341 170.00000 64.32000 0.00000
342 190.00000 62.25780 0.00000
343 210.00000 60.48000 0.00000
344 230.00000 58.98670 0.00000
345 250.00000 57.77780 0.00000
346 170.00000 80.40000 0.00000
347 190.00000 77.82220 0.00000
348 210.00000 75.60000 0.00000
349 230.00000 73.73330 0.00000
350 250.00000 72.22220 0.00000
351 170.00000 96.48000 0.00000
352 190.00000 93.38670 0.00000
353 210.00000 90.72000 0.00000
354 230.00000 88.48000 0.00000
355 250.00000 86.66670 0.00000
356 170.00000 112.56000 0.00000
357 190.00000 108.95100 0.00000
358 210.00000 105.84000 0.00000
359 230.00000 103.22700 0.00000
360 250.00000 101.11100 0.00000
361 170.00000 128.64000 0.00000
362 190.00000 124.51600 0.00000
363 210.00000 120.96000 0.00000
364 230.00000 117.97300 0.00000
365 250.00000 115.55600 0.00000
366 170.00000 144.72000 0.00000
367 190.00000 140.08000 0.00000
368 210.00000 136.08000 0.00000
369 230.00000 132.72000 0.00000
370 250.00000 130.00000 0.00000
371 170.00000 0.00000 50.00000
372 190.00000 0.00000 50.00000
373 210.00000 0.00000 50.00000
374 230.00000 0.00000 50.00000
375 250.00000 0.00000 50.00000
376 170.00000 16.08000 50.00000
377 190.00000 15.56440 50.00000
378 210.00000 15.12000 50.00000
379 230.00000 14.74670 50.00000
380 250.00000 14.44440 50.00000
381 170.00000 32.16000 50.00000
382 190.00000 31.12890 50.00000
383 210.00000 30.24000 50.00000
384 230.00000 29.49330 50.00000
385 250.00000 28.88890 50.00000
386 170.00000 48.24000 50.00000
387 190.00000 46.69330 50.00000
388 210.00000 45.36000 50.00000
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389 230.00000 44.24000 50.00000
390 250.00000 43.33330 50.00000
391 170.00000 64.32000 50.00000
392 190.00000 62.25780 50.00000
393 210.00000 60.48000 50.00000
394 230.00000 58.98670 50.00000
395 250.00000 57.77780 50.00000
396 170.00000 80.40000 50.00000
397 190.00000 77.82220 50.00000
398 210.00000 75.60000 50.00000
399 230.00000 73.73330 50.00000
400 250.00000 72.22220 50.00000
401 170.00000 96.48000 50.00000
402 190.00000 93.38670 50.00000
403 210.00000 90.72000 50.00000
404 230.00000 88.48000 50.00000
405 250.00000 86.66670 50.00000
406 170.00000 112.56000 50.00000
407 190.00000 108.95100 50.00000
408 210.00000 105.84000 50.00000
409 230.00000 103.22700 50.00000
410 250.00000 101.11100 50.00000
411 170.00000 128.64000 50.00000
412 190.00000 124.51600 50.00000
413 210.00000 120.96000 50.00000
414 230.00000 117.97300 50.00000
415 250.00000 115.55600 50.00000
416 170.00000 144.72000 50.00000
417 190.00000 140.08000 50.00000
418 210.00000 136.08000 50.00000
419 230.00000 132.72000 50.00000
420 250.00000 130.00000 50.00000
421 170.00000 0.00000 100.00000
422 190.00000 0.00000 100.00000
423 210.00000 0.00000 100.00000
424 230.00000 0.00000 100.00000
425 250.00000 0.00000 100.00000
426 170.00000 16.08000 100.00000
427 190.00000 15.56440 100.00000
428 210.00000 15.12000 100.00000
429 230.00000 14.74670 100.00000
430 250.00000 14.44440 100.00000
431 170.00000 32.16000 100.00000
432 190.00000 31.12890 100.00000
433 210.00000 30.24000 100.00000
434 230.00000 29.49330 100.00000
435 250.00000 28.88890 100.00000
436 170.00000 48.24000 100.00000
437 190.00000 46.69330 100.00000
438 210.00000 45.36000 100.00000
439 230.00000 44.24000 100.00000
440 250.00000 43.33330 100.00000
441 170.00000 64.32000 100.00000
442 190.00000 62.25780 100.00000
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443 210.00000 60.48000 100.00000
444 230.00000 58.98670 100.00000
445 250.00000 57.77780 100.00000
446 170.00000 80.40000 100.00000
447 190.00000 77.82220 100.00000
448 210.00000 75.60000 100.00000
449 230.00000 73.73330 100.00000
450 250.00000 72.22220 100.00000
451 170.00000 96.48000 100.00000
452 190.00000 9338670 100.00000
453 210.00000 90.72000 100.00000
454 230.00000 88.48000 100.00000
455 250.00000 86.66670 100.00000
456 170.00000 11236000 100.00000
457 190.00000 108.95100 100.00000
458 210.00000 105.84000 100.00000
459 230.00000 103.22700 100.00000
460 250.00000 101.11100 100.00000
461 170.00000 128.64000 100.00000
462 190.00000 12431600 100.00000
463 210.00000 120.96000 100.00000
464 230.00000 117.97300 100.00000
465 250.00000 11535600 100.00000
466 170.00000 144.72000 100.00000
467 190.00000 140.08000 100.00000
468 210.00000 136.08000 100.00000
469 230.00000 132.72000 100.00000
470 250.00000 130.00000 100.00000
471 170.00000 0.00000 150.00000
472 190.00000 0.00000 150.00000
473 210.00000 0.00000 150.00000
474 230.00000 0.00000 150.00000
475 250.00000 0.00000 150.00000
476 170.00000 16.08000 150.00000
477 190.00000 1536440 150.00000
478 210.00000 15.12000 150.00000
479 230.00000 14.74670 150.00000
480 250.00000 14.44440 150.00000
481 170.00000 32.16000 150.00000
482 190.00000 31.12890 150.00000
483 210.00000 30.24000 150.00000
484 "230.00000 29.49330 150.00000
485 250.00000 28.88890 150.00000
486 170.00000 48.24000 150.00000
487 190.00000 46.69330 150.00000
488 210.00000 45.36000 150.00000
489 230.00000 44.24000 150.00000
490 250.00000 4333330 150.00000
491 170.00000 6432000 150.00000
492 190.00000 62.25780 150.00000
493 210.00000 60.48000 150.00000
494 230.00000 58.98670 150.00000
495 250.00000 57.77780 150.00000
496 170.00000 80.40000 150.00000
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605 350.00000 70.00000 50.00000
606 270.00000 94.78310 50.00000
607 290.00000 89.67470 50.00000
608 310.00000 85.78580 50.00000
609 330.00000 83.11640 50.00000
610 350.00000 81.66670 50.00000
611 270.00000 108.32400 50.00000
612 290.00000 102.48500 50.00000
613 310.00000 98.04090 50.00000
614 330.00000 94.99020 50.00000
615 350.00000 9333330 50.00000
616 270.00000 121.86400 50.00000
617 290.00000 115.29600 50.00000
618 310.00000 110.29600 50.00000
619 330.00000 106.86400 50.00000
620 350.00000 105.00000 50.00000
621 270.00000 0.00000 100.00000
622 290.00000 0.00000 100.00000
623 310.00000 0.00000 100.00000
624 330.00000 0.00000 100.00000
625 350.00000 0.00000 100.00000
626 270.00000 1334040 100.00000
627 290.00000 12.81070 100.00000
628 310.00000 12.25510 100.00000
629 330.00000 11.87380 100.00000
630 350.00000 11.66670 100.00000
631 270.00000 27.08090 100.00000
632 290.00000 25.62130 100.00000
633 310.00000 2431020 100.00000
634 330.00000 23.74760 100.00000
635 350.00000 2333330 100.00000
636 270.00000 40.62130 100.00000
637 290.00000 38.43200 100.00000
638 310.00000 36.76530 100.00000
639 330.00000 35.62130 100.00000
640 350.00000 35.00000 100.00000
641 270.00000 54.16180 100.00000
642 290.00000 51.24270 100.00000
643 310.00000 49.02040 100.00000
644 330.00000 47.49510 100.00000
645 350.00000 46.66670 100.00000
646 270.00000 67.70220 100.00000
647 290.00000 64.05330 100.00000
648 310.00000 61.27550 100.00000
649 330.00000 59.36890 100.00000
650 350.00000 58.33330 100.00000
651 270.00000 81.24270 100.00000
652 290.00000 76.86400 100.00000
653 310.00000 7333070 100.00000
654 330.00000 71.24270 100.00000
655 350.00000 70.00000 100.00000
656 270.00000 94.78310 100.00000
657 290.00000 89.67470 100.00000
658 310.00000 85.78580 100.00000
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659 330.00000 83.11640 100.00000
660 350.00000 81.66670 100.00000
661 270.00000 108.32400 100.00000
662 290.00000 102.48500 100.00000
663 310.00000 98.04090 100.00000
664 330.00000 94.99020 100.00000
665 350.00000 93.33330 100.00000
666 270.00000 121.86400 100.00000
667 290.00000 115.29600 100.00000
668 310.00000 110.29600 100.00000
669 330.00000 106.86400 100.00000
670 350.00000 105.00000 100.00000
671 270.00000 0.00000 150.00000
672 290.00000 0.00000 150.00000
673 310.00000 0.00000 150.00000
674 330.00000 0.00000 150.00000
675 350.00000 0.00000 150.00000
676 270.00000 13.54040 150.00000
677 290.00000 12.81070 150.00000
678 310.00000 12.25510 150.00000
679 330.00000 11.87380 150.00000
680 350.00000 11.66670 150.00000
681 270.00000 27.08090 150.00000
682 290.00000 25.62130 150.00000
683 310.00000 24.51020 150.00000
684 330.00000 23.74760 150.00000
685 350.00000 23.33330 150.00000
686 270.00000 40.62130 150.00000
687 290.00000 38.43200 150.00000
688 310.00000 36.76530 150.00000
689 330.00000 35.62130 150.00000
690 350.00000 35.00000 150.00000
691 270.00000 54.16180 150.00000
692 290.00000 51.24270 150.00000
693 310.00000 49.02040 150.00000
694 330.00000 47.49510 150.00000
695 350.00000 46.66670 150.00000
696 270.00000 67.70220 150.00000
697 290.00000 64.05330 150.00000
698 310.00000 61.27560 150.00000
699 330.00000 59.36890 150.00000
700 350.00000 58.33330 150.00000
701 270.00000 81.24270 150.00000
702 290.00000 76.86400 150.00000
703 310.00000 73.53070 150.00000
704 330.00000 71.24270 150.00000
705 350.00000 70.00000 150.00000
706 270.00000 94.78310 150.00000
707 290.00000 89.67470 150.00000
708 310.00000 85.78580 150.00000
709 330.00000 83.11640 150.00000
710 350.00000 81.66670 150.00000
711 270.00000 108.32400 150.00000
712 290.00000 102.48500 150.00000
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713 310.00000 98.04090 150.00000
714 330.00000 94.99020 150.00000
715 350.00000 93.33330 150.00000
716 270.00000 121.86400 150.00000
717 290.00000 115.29600 150.00000
718 310.00000 110.29600 150.00000
719 330.00000 106.86400 150.00000
720 350.00000 105.00000 150.00000
721 375.00000 0.00000 0.00000
722 400.00000 0.00000 0.00000
723 375.00000 11.66670 0.00000
724 400.00000 11.66670 0.00000
725 375.00000 23.33330 0.00000
726 400.00000 23.33330 0.00000
727 375.00000 35.00000 0.00000
728 400.00000 35.00000 0.00000
729 375.00000 46.66670 0.00000
730 400.00000 46.66670 0.00000
731 375.00000 58.33330 0.00000
732 400.00000 58.33330 0.00000
733 375.00000 70.00000 0.00000
734 400.00000 70.00000 0.00000
735 375.00000 81.66670 0.00000
736 400.00000 81.66670 0.00000
737 375.00000 93.33330 0.00000
738 400.00000 93.33330 0.00000
739 375.00000 105.00000 0.00000
740 400.00000 105.00000 0.00000
741 375.00000 0.00000 50.00000
742 400.00000 0.00000 50.00000
743 375.00000 11.66670 50.00000
744 400.00000 11.66670 50.00000
745 375.00000 23.33330 50.00000
746 400.00000 23.33330 50.00000
747 375.00000 35.00000 50.00000
748 400.00000 35.00000 50.00000
749 375.00000 46.66670 50.00000
750 400.00000 46.66670 50.00000
751 375.00000 5833330 50.00000
752 400.00000 58.33330 50.00000
753 375.00000 70.00000 50.00000
754 •400.00000 70.00000 50.00000
755 375.00000 81.66670 50.00000
756 400.00000 81.66670 50.00000
757 375.00000 93.33330 50.00000
758 400.00000 93.33330 50.00000
759 375.00000 105.00000 50.00000
760 400.00000 105.00000 50.00000
761 375.00000 0.00000 100.00000
762 400.00000 0.00000 100.00000
763 375.00000 11.66670 100.00000
764 400.00000 11.66670 100.00000
765 375.00000 23.33330 100.00000
766 400.00000 23.33330 100.00000


























































































































































































































































































































13000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
13000000 0.00006 1.2000000 
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21 23 24 32 31 103 104 112 111 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
22 25 26 34 33 105 106 114 113 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
23 26 27 35 34 106 107 115 114 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
24 27 28 36 35 107 108 116 115 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
25 28 29 37 36 108 109 117 116 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
26 29 30 38 37 109 110 118 117 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
27 30 31 39 38 110 111 119 118 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
28 31 32 40 39 111 112 120 119 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
29 33 34 42 41 113 114 122 121 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
30 34 35 43 42 114 115 123 122 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
31 35 36 44 43 115 116 124 123 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
32 36 37 45 44 116 117 125 124 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
33 37 38 46 45 117 118 126 125 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
34 38 39 47 46 118 119 127 126 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
35 39 40 48 47 119 120 128 127 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
36 41 42 50 49 121 122 130 129 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
37 42 43 51 50 122 123 131 130 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
38 43 44 52 51 123 124 132 131 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
39 44 45 53 52 124 125 133 132 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
40 45 46 54 53 125 126 134 133 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
41 46 47 55 54 126 127 135 134 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
42 47 48 56 55 127 128 136 135 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
43 49 50 58 57 129 130 138 137 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
44 50 51 59 58 130 131 139 138 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
45 51 52 60 59 131 132 140 139 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
46 52 53 61 60 132 133 141 140 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
47 53 54 62 61 133 134 142 141 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
48 54 55 63 62 134 135 143 142 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
49 55 56 64 63 135 136 144 143 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
50 57 58 66 65 137 138 146 145 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
51 58 59 67 66 138 139 147 146 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
52 59 60 68 67 139 140 148 147 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
53 60 61 69 68 140 141 149 148 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
54 61 62 70 69 141 142 150 149 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
55 62 63 71 70 142 143 151 150 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
56 63 64 72 71 143 144 152 151 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
57 65 66 74 73 145 146 154 153 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
58 66 67 75 74 146 147 155 154 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
59 67 68 76 75 147 148 156 155 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 i.iooOooo
60 68 69 77 76 148 149 157 156 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
61 69 70 78 77 149 150 158 157 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
62* 70 71 79 78 150 151 159 158 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
63 71 72 80 79 151 152 160 159 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
64 81 82 90 89 161 162 170 169 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
65 82 83 91 90 162 163 171 170 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
66 83 84 92 91 163 164 172 171 0.0 1J2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
67 84 85 93 92 164 165 173 172 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
68 85 86 94 93 165 166 174 173 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
69 86 87 95 94 166 167 175 174 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
70 87 88 96 95 167 168 176 175 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
71 89 90 98 97 169 170 178 177 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
72 90 91 99 98 170 171 179 178 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
73 91 92 100 99 171 172 180 179 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
74 92 93 101 100 172 173 181 180 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
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75 93 94 102 101 173 174 182 181 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
76 94 95 103 102 174 175 183 182 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
77 95 96 104 103 175 176 184 183 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
78 97 98 106 105 177 178 186 185 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
79 98 99 107 106 178 179 187 186 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
80 99 100 108 107 179 180 188 187 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
81 100 101 109 108 180 181 189 188 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
82 101 102 110 109 181 182 190 189 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
83 102 103 111 110 182 183 191 190 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
84 103 104 112 111 183 184 192 191 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
85 105 106 114 113 185 186 194 193 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
86 106 107 115 114 186 187 195 194 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
87 107 108 116 115 187 188 196 195 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
88 108 109 117 116 188 189 197 196 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
89 109 110 118 117 189 190 198 197 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
90 110 111 119 118 190 191 199 198 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
91 111 112 120 119 191 192 200 199 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
92 113 114 122 121 193 194 202 201 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
93 114 115 123 122 194 195 203 202 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
94 115 116 124 123 195 196 204 203 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
95 116 117 125 124 196 197 205 204 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
96 117 118 126 125 197 198 206 205 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
97 118 119 127 126 198 199 207 206 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
98 119 120 128 127 199 200 208 207 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
99 121 122 130 129 201 202 210 209 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
100 122 123 131 130 202 203 211 210 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
101 123 124 132 131 203 204 212 211 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
102 124 125 133 132 204 205 213 212 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
103 125 126 134 133 205 206 214 213 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
104 126 127 135 134 206 207 215 214 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
105 127 128 136 135 207 208 216 215 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
106 129 130 138 137 209 210 218 217 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
107 130 131 139 138 210 211 219 218 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
108 131 132 140 139 211 212 220 219 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
109 132 133 141 140 212 213 221 220 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
110 133 134 142 141 213 214 222 221 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
111 134 135 143 142 214 215 223 222 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
112 135 136 144 143 215 216 224 223 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
113 137 138 146 145 217 218 226 225 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
114 138 139 147 146 218 219 227 226 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
115 139 140 148 147 219 220 228 227 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
116 140 141 149 148 220 221 229 228 1.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
117 141 142 150 149 221 222 230 229 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
118 142 143 151 150 222 223 231 230 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
119 143 144 152 151 223 224 232 231 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
120 145 146 154 153 225 226 234 233 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
121 146 147 155 154 226 227 235 234 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
122 147 148 156 155 227 228 236 235 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
123 148 149 157 156 228 229 237 236 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
124 149 150 158 157 229 230 238 237 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
125 150 151 159 158 230 231 239 238 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 i.iOooooo
126 151 152 160 159 231 232 240 239 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
127 161 162 170 169 241 242 250 249 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
128 162 163 171 170 242 243 251 250 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
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129 163 164 172 171 243 244 252 251 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
130 164 165 173 172 244 245 253 252 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
131 165 166 174 173 245 246 254 253 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
132 166 167 175 174 246 247 255 254 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
133 167 168 176 175 247 248 256 255 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
134 169 170 178 177 249 250 258 257 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
135 170 171 179 178 250 251 259 258 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
136 171 172 180 179 251 252 260 259 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
137 172 173 181 180 252 253 261 260 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
138 173 174 182 181 253 254 262 261 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
139 174 175 183 182 254 255 263 262 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
140 175 176 184 183 255 256 264 263 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
141 177 178 186 185 257 258 266 265 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
142 178 179 187 186 258 259 267 266 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
143 179 180 188 187 259 260 268 267 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
144 180 181 189 188 260 261 269 268 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
145 181 182 190 189 261 262 270 269 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
146 182 183 191 190 262 263 271 270 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
147 183 184 192 191 263 264 272 271 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
148 185 186 194 193 265 266 274 273 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
149 186 187 195 194 266 267 275 274 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
150 187 188 196 195 267 268 276 275 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
151 188 189 197 196 268 269 277 276 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
152 189 190 198 197 269 270 278 277 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
153 190 191 199 198 270 271 279 278 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
154 191 192 200 199 271 272 280 279 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
155 193 194 202 201 273 274 282 281 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
156 194 195 203 202 274 275 283 282 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
157 195 196 204 203 275 276 284 283 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
158 196 197 205 204 276 277 285 284 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
159 197 198 206 205 277 278 286 285 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
160 198 199 207 206 278 279 287 286 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
161 199 200 208 207 279 280 288 287 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
162 201 202 210 209 281 282 290 289 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
163 202 203 211 210 282 283 291 290 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
164 203 204 212 211 283 284 292 291 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
165 204 205 213 212 284 285 293 292 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
166 205 206 214 213 285 286 294 293 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
167 206 207 215 214 286 287 295 294 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.iOooooo
168 207 208 216 215 287 288 296 295 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
169 209 210 218 217 289 290 298 297 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
170 710 211 219 218 290 291 299 298 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
171 211 212 220 219 291 292 300 299 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
172 212 213 221 220 292 293 301 300 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
173 213 214 222 221 293 294 302 301 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
174 214 215 223 222 294 295 303 302 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
175 215 216 224 223 295 296 304 303 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
176 217 218 226 225 297 298 306 305 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
177 218 219 227 226 298 299 307 306 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
178 219 220 228 227 299 300 308 307 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
179 220 221 229 228 300 301 309 308 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
180 221 222 230 229 301 302 310 309 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
181 222 223 231 230 302 303 311 310 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
182 223 224 232 231 303 304 312 311 0.0 I.IOOOOOO 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
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183 225 226 234 233 305 306 314 313 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
184 226 227 235 234 306 307 315 314 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
185 227 228 236 235 307 308 316 315 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
186 228 229 237 236 308 309 317 316 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
187 229 230 238 237 309 310 318 317 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
188 230 231 239 238 310 311 319 318 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
189 231 232 240 239 311 312 320 319 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
190 8 321 326 16 88 371 376 96 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
191 321 322 327 326 371 372 377 376 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
192 322 323 328 327 372 373 378 377 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
193 323 324 329 328 373 374 379 378 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 IJZOOOOOO
194 324 325 330 329 374 375 380 379 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
195 16 326 331 24 96 376 :381 104 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 :1.2000000
196 326 327 332 331 376 377 382 381 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
197 327 328 333 332 377 378 383 382 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
198 328 329 334 333 378 379 384 383 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
199 329 330 335 334 379 380 385 384 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
200 24 331 336 32 104 381 386 112 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
201 331 332 337 336 381 382 387 386 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
202 332 333 338 337 382 383 388 387 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
203 333 334 339 338 383 384 389 388 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
204 334 335 340 339 384 385 390 389 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
205 32 336 341 40 112 386 391 120 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
206 336 337 342 341 386 387 392 391 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
207 337 338 343 342 387 388 393 392 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
208 338 339 344 343 388 389 394 393 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
209 339 340 345 344 389 390 395 394 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
210 40 341 346 48 120 391 396 128 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
211 341 342 347 346 391 392 397 396 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
212 342 343 348 347 392 393 398 397 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
213 343 344 349 348 393 394 399 398 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
214 344 345 350 349 394 395 400 399 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
215 48 346 351 56 128 396 401 136 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
216 346 347 352 351 396 397 402 401 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
217 347 348 353 352 397 398 403 402 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
218 348 349 354 353 398 399 404 403 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
219 349 350 355 354 399 400 405 404 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
220 56 351 356 64 136 401 406 144 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
221 351 352 357 356 401 402 407 406 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
222 352 353 358 357 402 403 408 407 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
223 353 354 359 358 403 404 409 408 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
224 354 355 360 359 404 405 410 409 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
225 64 356 361 72 144 406 411 152 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
226 356 357 362 361 406 407 412 411 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
227 357 358 363 362 407 408 413 412 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
228 358 359 364 363 408 409 414 413 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
229 359 360 365 364 409 410 415 414 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
230 72 361 366 80 152 411 416 160 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
231 361 362 367 366 411 412 417 416 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
232 362 363 368 367 412 413 418 417 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
233 363 364 369 368 413 414 419 418 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
234 364 365 370 369 414 415 420 419 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
235 88 371 376 96 168 421 426 176 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
236 371 372 377 376 421 422 427 426 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
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237 372 373 378 377 422 423 428 427 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
238 373 374 379 378 423 424 429 428 0.0 IJZOOOOOO 0.00006 1.2000000
239 374 375 380 379 424 425 430 429 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
240 96 376 381 104 176 426 431 184 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
241 376 377 382 381 426 427 432 431 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
242 377 378 383 382 427 428 433 432 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
243 378 379 384 383 428 429 434 433 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
244 379 380 385 384 429 430 435 434 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
245 104 381 386 112 184 431 436 192 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
246 381 382 387 386 431 432 437 436 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
247 382 383 388 387 432 433 438 437 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
248 383 384 389 388 433 434 439 438 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
249 384 385 390 389 434 435 440 439 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
250 112 386 391 120 192 436 441 200 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
251 386 387 392 391 436 437 442 441 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
252 387 388 393 392 437 438 443 442 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
253 388 389 394 393 438 439 444 443 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
254 389 390 395 394 439 440 445 444 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
255 120 391 396 128 200 441 446 208 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
256 391 392 397 396 441 442 447 446 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
257 392 393 398 397 442 443 448 447 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
258 393 394 399 398 443 444 449 448 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
259 394 395 400 399 444 445 450 449 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
260 128 396 401 136 208 446 451 216 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
261 396 397 402 401 446 447 452 451 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
262 397 398 403 402 447 448 453 452 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
263 398 399 404 403 448 449 454 453 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
264 399 400 405 404 449 450 455 454 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
265 136 401 406 144 216 451 456 224 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
266 401 402 407 406 451 452 457 456 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
267 402 403 408 407 452 453 458 457 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
268 403 404 409 408 453 454 459 458 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
269 404 405 410 409 454 455 460 459 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
270 144 406 411 152 224 456 461 232 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
271 406 407 412 411 456 457 462 461 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
272 407 408 413 412 457 458 463 462 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
273 408 409 414 413 458 459 464 463 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
274 409 410 415 414 459 460 465 464 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
275 152 411 416 160 232 461 466 240 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
276 411 412 417 416 461 462 467 466 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
277 412 413 418 417 462 463 468 467 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
278 "413 414 419 418 463 464 469 468 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
279 414 415 420 419 464 465 470 469 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
280 168 421 426 176 248 471 476 256 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
281 421 422 427 426 471 472 477 476 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
282 422 423 428 427 472 473 478 477 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
283 423 424 429 428 473 474 479 478 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
284 424 425 430 429 474 475 480 479 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
285 176 426 431 184 256 476 481 264 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
286 426 427 432 431 476 477 482 481 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
287 427 428 433 432 477 478 483 482 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
288 428 429 434 433 478 479 484 483 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
289 429 430 435 434 479 480 485 484 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
290 184 431 436 192 264 481 486 272 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
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291 431 432 437 436 481 482 487 486 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
292 432 433 438 437 482 483 488 487 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
293 433 434 439 438 483 484 489 488 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
294 434 435 440 439 484 485 490 489 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
295 192 436 441 200 272 486 491 280 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
296 436 437 442 441 486 487 492 491 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
297 437 438 443 442 487 488 493 492 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
298 438 439 444 443 488 489 494 493 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
299 439 440 445 444 489 490 495 494 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
300 200 441 446 208 280 491 496 288 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
301 441 442 447 446 491 492 497 496 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
302 442 443 448 447 492 493 498 497 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
303 443 444 449 448 493 494 499 498 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
304 444 445 450 449 494 495 500 499 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
305 208 446 451 216 288 496 501 296 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
306 446 447 452 451 496 497 502 501 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
307 447 448 453 452 497 498 503 502 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
308 448 449 454 453 498 499 504 503 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
309 449 450 455 454 499 500 505 504 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
310 216 451 456 224 296 501 506 304 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
311 451 452 457 456 501 502 507 506 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
312 452 453 458 457 502 503 508 507 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
313 453 454 459 458 503 504 509 508 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
314 454 455 460 459 504 505 510 509 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
315 224 456 461 232 304 506 511 312 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
316 456 457 462 461 506 507 512 511 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
317 457 458 463 462 507 508 513 512 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
318 458 459 464 463 508 509 514 513 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
319 459 460 465 464 509 510 515 514 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
320 232 461 466 240 312 511 516 320 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
321 461 462 467 466 511 512 517 516 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
322 462 463 468 467 512 513 518 517 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
323 463 464 469 468 513 514 519 518 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
324 464 465 470 469 514 515 520 519 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
325 325 521 526 330 375 571 576 380 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
326 521 522 527 526 571 572 577 576 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
327 522 523 528 527 572 573 578 577 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
328 523 524 529 528 573 574 579 578 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
329 524 525 530 529 574 575 580 579 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
330 330 526 531 335 380 576 581 385 0.0 1J2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
331 526 527 532 531 576 577 582 581 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
332 527 528 533 532 577 578 583 582 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
333 528 529 534 533 578 579 584 583 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
334 529 530 535 534 579 580 585 584 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
335 335 531 536 340 385 581 586 390 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
336 531 532 537 536 581 582 587 586 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
337 532 533 538 537 582 583 588 587 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
338 533 534 539 538 583 584 589 588 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
339 534 535 540 539 584 585 590 589 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
340 340 536 541 345 390 586 591 395 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
341 536 537 542 541 586 587 592 591 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
342 537 538 543 542 587 588 593 592 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
343 538 539 544 543 588 589 594 593 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
344 539 540 545 544 589 590 595 594 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
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345 345 541 546 350 395 591 596 400 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
346 541 542 547 546 591 592 597 596 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
347 542 543 548 547 592 593 598 597 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
348 543 544 549 548 593 594 599 598 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
349 544 545 550 549 594 595 600 599 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
350 350 546 551 355 400 596 601 405 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
351 546 547 552 551 596 597 602 601 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
352 547 548 553 552 597 598 603 602 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
353 548 549 554 553 598 599 604 603 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
354 549 550 555 554 599 600 605 604 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
355 355 551 556 360 405 601 606 410 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
356 551 552 557 556 601 602 607 606 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
357 552 553 558 557 602 603 608 607 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
358 553 554 559 558 603 604 609 608 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
359 554 555 560 559 604 605 610 609 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
360 360 556 561 365 410 606 611 415 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
361 556 557 562 561 606 607 612 611 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
362 557 558 563 562 607 608 613 612 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
363 558 559 564 563 608 609 614 613 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
364 559 560 565 564 609 610 615 614 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
365 365 561 566 370 415 611 616 420 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
366 561 562 567 566 611 612 617 616 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
367 562 563 568 567 612 613 618 617 0.0 I.IOOOOOO 0.00600 1.1000000
368 563 564 569 568 613 614 619 618 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
369 564 565 570 569 614 615 620 619 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
370 375 571 576 380 425 621 626 430 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
371 571 572 577 576 621 622 627 626 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
372 572 573 578 577 622 623 628 627 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
373 573 574 579 578 623 624 629 628 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
374 574 575 580 579 624 625 630 629 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
375 380 576 581 385 430 626 631 435 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
376 576 577 582 581 626 627 632 631 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
377 577 578 583 582 627 628 633 632 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
378 578 579 584 583 628 629 634 633 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
379 579 580 585 584 629 630 635 634 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
380 385 581 586 390 435 631 636 440 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
381 581 582 587 586 631 632 637 636 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
382 582 583 588 587 632 633 638 637 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
383 583 584 589 588 633 634 639 638 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 o.oOooool
384 584 585 590 589 634 635 640 639 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
385 390 586 591 395 440 636 641 445 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
386 •586 587 592 591 636 637 642 641 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
387 587 588 593 592 637 638 643 642 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
388 588 589 594 593 638 639 644 643 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
389 589 590 595 594 639 640 645 644 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
390 395 591 596 400 445 641 646 450 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
391 591 592 597 596 641 642 647 646 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
392 592 593 598 597 642 643 648 647 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
393 593 594 599 598 643 644 649 648 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
394 594 595 600 599 644 645 650 649 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
395 400 596 601 405 450 646 651 455 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
396 596 597 602 601 646 647 652 651 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
397 597 598 603 602 647 648 653 652 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
398 598 599 604 603 648 649 654 653 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
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399 599 600 605 604 649 650 655 654 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
400 405 601 606 410 455 651 656 460 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
401 601 602 607 606 651 652 657 656 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
402 602 603 608 607 652 653 658 657 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
403 603 604 609 608 653 654 659 658 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
404 604 605 610 609 654 655 660 659 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
405 410 606 611 415 460 656 661 465 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
406 606 607 612 611 656 657 662 661 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
407 607 608 613 612 657 658 663 662 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
408 608 609 614 613 658 659 664 663 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
409 609 610 615 614 659 660 665 664 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
410 415 611 616 420 465 661 666 470 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
411 611 612 617 616 661 662 667 666 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
412 612 613 618 617 662 663 668 667 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
413 613 614 619 618 663 664 669 668 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
414 614 615 620 619 664 665 670 669 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
415 425 621 626 430 475 671 676 480 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
416 621 622 627 626 671 672 677 676 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
417 622 623 628 627 672 673 678 677 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
418 623 624 629 628 673 674 679 678 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
419 624 625 630 629 674 675 680 679 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
420 430 626 631 435 480 676 681 485 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
421 626 627 632 631 676 677 682 681 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
422 627 628 633 632 677 678 683 682 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
423 628 629 634 633 678 679 684 683 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
424 629 630 635 634 679 680 685 684 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
425 435 631 636 440 485 681 686 490 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
426 631 632 637 636 681 682 687 686 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
427 632 633 638 637 682 683 688 687 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
428 633 634 639 638 683 684 689 688 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
429 634 635 640 639 684 685 690 689 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
430 440 636 641 445 490 686 691 495 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
431 636 637 642 641 686 687 692 691 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
432 637 638 643 642 687 688 693 692 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
433 638 639 644 643 688 689 694 693 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
434 639 640 645 644 689 690 695 694 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
435 445 641 646 450 495 691 696 500 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
436 641 642 647 646 691 692 697 696 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
437 642 643 648 647 692 693 698 697 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
438 643 644 649 648 693 694 699 698 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
439 644 645 650 649 694 695 700 699 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
440 450 646 651 455 500 696 701 505 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
441 646 647 652 651 696 697 702 701 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
442 647 648 653 652 697 698 703 702 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
443 648 649 654 653 698 699 704 703 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
444 649 650 655 654 699 700 705 704 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
445 455 651 656 460 505 701 706 510 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
446 651 652 657 656 701 702 707 706 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
447 652 653 658 657 702 703 708 707 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
448 653 654 659 658 703 704 709 708 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
449 654 655 660 659 704 705 710 709 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
450 460 656 661 465 510 706 711 515 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
451 656 657 662 661 706 707 712 711 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
452 657 658 663 662 707 708 713 712 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
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453 658 659 664 663 708 709 714 713 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
454 659 660 665 664 709 710 715 714 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
455 465 661 666 470 515 711 716 520 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
456 661 662 667 666 711 712 717 716 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
457 662 663 668 667 712 713 718 717 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
458 663 664 669 668 713 714 719 718 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
459 664 665 670 669 714 715 720 719 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
460 525 721 723 530 575 741 743 580 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
461 721 722 724 723 741 742 744 743 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
462 530 723 725 535 580 743 745 585 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
463 723 724 726 725 743 744 746 745 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
464 535 725 727 540 585 745 747 590 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
465 725 726 728 727 745 746 748 747 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
466 540 727 729 545 590 747 749 595 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
467 727 728 730 729 747 748 750 749 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
468 545 729 731 550 595 749 751 600 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
469 729 730 732 731 749 750 752 751 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
470 550 731 733 555 600 751 753 605 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
471 731 732 734 733 751 752 754 753 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
472 555 733 735 560 605 753 755 610 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
473 733 734 736 735 753 754 756 755 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
474 560 735 737 565 610 755 757 615 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
475 735 736 738 737 755 756 758 757 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
476 565 737 739 570 615 757 759 620 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
477 737 738 740 739 757 758 760 759 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
478 575 741 743 580 625 761 763 630 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
479 741 742 744 743 761 762 764 763 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
480 580 743 745 585 630 763 765 635 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
481 743 744 746 745 763 764 766 765 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
482 585 745 747 590 635 765 767 640 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
483 745 746 748 747 765 766 768 767 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
484 590 747 749 595 640 767 769 645 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
485 747 748 750 749 767 768 770 769 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
486 595 749 751 600 645 769 771 650 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
487 749 750 752 751 769 770 772 771 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
488 600 751 753 605 650 771 773 655 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
489 751 752 754 753 771 772 774 773 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
490 605 753 755 610 655 773 775 660 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
491 753 754 756 755 773 774 776 775 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
492 610 755 757 615 660 775 777 665 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
493 755 756 758 757 775 776 778 777 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 I.IOOOOOO
494 615 757 759 620 665 777 779 670 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
495 757 758 760 759 777 778 780 779 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
496 625 761 763 630 675 781 783 680 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
497 761 762 764 763 781 782 784 783 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
498 630 763 765 635 680 783 785 685 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
499 763 764 766 765 783 784 786 785 0.0 1.2000000 0.00006 1.2000000
500 635 765 767 640 685 785 787 690 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
501 765 766 768 767 785 786 788 787 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
502 640 767 769 645 690 787 789 695 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
503 767 768 770 769 787 788 790 789 0.0 0.0000001 0.00006 0.0000001
504 645 769 771 650 695 789 791 700 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
505 769 770 772 771 789 790 792 791 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
506 650 771 773 655 700 791 793 705 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
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507 771 772 774 773
508 655 773 775 660
509 773 774 776 775
510 660 775 777 665
511 775 776 778 777
512 665 777 779 670
















































791 792 794 793 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
705 793 795 710 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
793 794 796 795 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
710 795 797 715 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
795 796 798 797 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
715 797 799 720 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
797 798 800 799 0.0 1.1000000 0.00600 1.1000000
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768 495
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
2 126.66700 0.00000 0.00000
3 253.33299 0.00000 0.00000
4 380.00000 0.00000 0.00000
5 0.00001 56.36370 0.00000
6 126.66700 59.27270 0.00000
7 25333299 62.18180 0.00000
8 380.00000 65.09090 0.00000
9 0.00000112.72700 0.00000
10 126.66700 11834500 0.00000
11 253.33299 12436400 0.00000
12 380.00000 130.18201 0.00000
13 0.00000 169.09100 0.00000
14 126.66700 177.81799 0.00000
15 253.33299 18634500 0.00000
16 380.00000 195.27299 0.00000
17 0.00000 225.45500 0.00000
18 126.66700 237.09100 0.00000
19 253.33299 248.72701 0.00000
20 380.0000026036401 0.00000
21 0.00001 281.81799 0.00000
22 126.66700 296.36401 0.00001
23 253.33299 310.90900 0.00000
24 380.00000 325.45499 0.00000
25 0.00000338.18201 0.00000
26 126.66700 355.63599 0.00001
27 253.33299 373.09100 0.00000
28 380.0000039034501 0.00000
29 0.00000 39434501 0.00000
30 126.66700 414.90900 0.00000
31 253.33299 435.27301 0.00000
32 380.00000 455.63599 0.00000
33 0.00000 450.90900 0.00000
34 126.66700 474.18201 0.00000
35 253.33299 497.45499 0.00000
36 380.00000520.72699 0.00000
37 -0.00002 507.27301 •-0.00001
38 126.66700533.45502 0.00000
39 25333299 559.63599 0.00000
40 380.00000585.81799 0.00000
41 0.00000 563.63599 0.00000
42 126.66700592.72699 0.00000
43 253.33299 621.81799 0.00000
44 380.00000650.90900 0.00000
45 0.00000 620.00000 0.00000
46 126.66700 652.00000 0.00000
47 253.33299 684.00000 0.00000
48 380.00000716.00000 0.00000
49 0.00001 0.00002 50.00000
50 126.66700 0.00004 50.00000
51 253.33299 0.00000 50.00000
52 380.00000 0.00002 50.00000
53 0.00003 56.36370 50.00000
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54 126.66700 59.27270 50.00000
55 253.33299 62.18180 50.00000
56 380.00000 65.09090 50.00000
57 0.00001 112.72700 50.00000
58 126.6670011834600 50.00000
59 25333299 124.36400 50.00000
60 380.00000130.18201 50.00000
61 0.00000 169.09100 50.00000
62 126.66700 177.81799 50.00000
63 25333299 18634601 50.00000
64 380.00000 195.27299 50.00000
65 0.00000 225.45500 50.00000
66 126.66700 237.09100 50.00000
67 25333299 248.72701 50.00000
68 380.00000 26036401 50.00000
69 0.00003 281.81799 50.00000
70 126.66700296.36401 50.00000
71 253.33299 310.90900 50.00000
72 380.00000 325.45401 50.00000
73 0.00002 338.18201 50.00000
74 126.66700355.63599 50.00000
75 253.33299 373.09100 50.00000
76 380.0000039034501 50.00000
77 0.00001 394.54599 50.00000
78 126.66700 414.90900 50.00000
79 253.33299 435.27301 50.00000
80 380.00000 455.63599 50.00000
81 0.00001 450.90900 50.00000
82 126.66700 474.18201 50.00000
83 253.33299 497.45499 50.00000
84 380.00000520.72699 50.00000
85 0.00000 507.27301 50.00000
86 126.66700533.45502 50.00000
87 253.33299 559.63599 50.00000
88 380.00000 585.81799 50.00000
89 0.00001 563.63599 50.00000
90 126.66700 592.72699 50.00000
91 253.33299 621.81799 50.00000
92 380.00000 650.90900 50.00000
93 0.00001 620.00000 50.00000
94 126.66700 652.00000 50.00000
95 253.33299 684.00000 50.00000
96 380.00000 716.00000 50.00000
97 0.00000 0.00000 100.00000
98 126.66700 0.00000 100.00000
99 253.33299 0.00000 100.00000
100 380.00000 0.00000 100.00000
101 0.00001 56.36370 100.00000
102 126.66700 59.27270 100.00000
103 253.33299 62.18180 100.00000
104 380.00000 65.09090 100.00000
105 0.00000 112.72700 100.00000
106 126.66700 118.54500 100.00000
107 253.33299 124.36400 100.00000
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108 380.00000 130.18201 100.00000
109 -0.00002 169.09100 100.00000
110 126.66700 177.81799 100.00000
111 253.33299 186.54500 100.00000
112 380.00000 195.27299 100.00000
113 0.00000 225.45500 100.00000
114 126.66700 237.09100 100.00000
115 253.33299 248.72701 100.00000
116 380.00000 260.36401 100.00000
117 0.00002 281.81799 100.00000
118 126.66700 29636401 100.00000
119 253.33299310.90900 100.00000
120 380.00000 325.45499 100.00000
121 0.00002 338.18201 100.00000
122 126.66700355.63599 100.00000
123 253.33299 373.09100 100.00000
124 380.0000039034501 100.00000
125 0.00000 39434501 100.00000
126 126.66700 414.90900 100.00000
127 253.33299 435.27301 100.00000
128 380.00000 455.63599 100.00000
129 0.00001 450.90900 100.00000
130 126.66700 474.18201 100.00000
131 253.33299 497.45499 100.00000
132 380.00000 520.72699 100.00000
133 0.00000 507.27301 100.00000
134 126.66700 533.45502 100.00000
135 253.33299 559.63599 100.00000
136 380.00000 585.81799 100.00000
137 0.00000 563.63599 100.00000
138 126.66700 592.72699 100.00000
139 253.33299 621.81799 100.00000
140 380.00000 650.90900 100.00000
141 0.00000 620.00000 100.00000
142 126.66700 652.00000 100.00000
143 253.33299 684.00000 100.00000
144 380.00000716.00000 100.00000
145 0.00000 0.00000150.00000
146 126.66700 0.00002 150.00000
147 253.33299 0.00000 150.00000
148 380.00000 0.00000 150.00000
149 0.00002 56.36370 150.00000
150 126.66700 59.27270 150.00000
151 253.33299 62.18180 150.00000
152 380.00000 65.09090 150.00000
153 0.00002 112.72700 150.00000
154 126.66700 118.54500 150.00000
155 253.33299 124.36400 150.00000
156 380.00000 130.18201 150.00000
157 0.00000 169.09100 150.00000
158 126.66700 177.81799 150.00000
159 253.33299 186.54500 150.00000
160 380.00000 195.27299 150.00000
161 0.00000 225.45500 150.00000
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216 750.00000 417.45499 0.00000
217 503.33301 506.18201 0.00000
218 626.66699 491.63599 0.00000
219 750.00000 477.09100 0.00000
220 503.33301 569.45502 0.00000
221 626.66699 553.09100 0.00000
222 750.00000 536.72699 0.00000
223 503.33301 632.72699 0.00000
224 626.66699 614.54602 0.00000
225 750.00000 596.36401 0.00000
226 503.33301 696.00000 0.00000
227 626.66699 676.00000 0.00000
228 750.00000 656.00000 0.00000
229 503.33301 0.00004 50.00000
230 626.66699 0.00000 50.00000
231 750.00000 0.00002 50.00000
232 503.33301 63.27270 50.00000
233 626.66699 61.45460 50.00000
234 750.00000 59.63640 50.00000
235 50333301 12634600 50.00000
236 626.66602 122.90900 50.00000
237 750.00000 119.27300 50.00000
238 503.33301 189.81799 50.00000
239 626.66699 18436400 50.00000
240 750.00000 178.90900 50.00000
241 503.33301 253.09100 50.00000
242 626.66699 245.81799 50.00000
243 750.00000 23834601 50.00000
244 503.33301 316.36401 50.00000
245 626.66699 307.27301 50.00000
246 750.00000 298.18201 50.00000
247 503.33301 379.63599 50.00000
248 626.66699 368.72699 50.00000
249 750.00000 357.81799 50.00000
250 503.33301 442.90900 50.00000
251 626.66602 430.18201 50.00000
252 750.00000 417.45499 50.00000
253 503.33301 506.18201 50.00000
254 626.66699 491.63599 50.00000
255 750.00000 477.09100 50.00000
256 503.33301 569.45502 50.00000
257 526.66699 553.09100 50.00000
258 750.00000 536.72699 50.00000
259 503.33301 632.72699 50.00000
260 626.66699 614.54498 50.00000
261 750.00000 596.36401 50.00000
262 503.33301 696.00000 50.00000
263 626.66699 676.00000 50.00000
264 750.00000 656.00000 50.00000
265 503.33301 0.00000 100.00000
266 626.66699 0.00000 100.00000
267 750.00000 0.00000 100.00000
268 503.33301 63.27270 100.00000
269 626.66699 61.45450 100.00000
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270 750.00000 59.63630 100.00000
271 503.33301 126.54500 100.00000
272 626.66699 122.90900 100.00000
273 750.00000 119.27300 100.00000
274 503.33301 189.81799 100.00000
275 626.66699 184.36400 100.00000
276 750.00000 178.90900 100.00000
277 503.33301 253.09100 100.00000
278 626.66699 245.81799 100.00000
279 750.00000 238.54500 100.00000
280 503.33301 316.36401 100.00000
281 626.66699 307.27301 100.00000
282 750.00000 298.18201 100.00000
283 503.33301 379.63599 100.00000
284 626.66699 368.72699 100.00000
285 750.00000 357.81799 100.00000
286 503.33301 442.90900 100.00000
287 626.66699 430.18201 100.00000
288 750.00000 417.45499 100.00000
289 503.33301 506.18201 100.00000
290 626.66699 491.63599 100.00000
291 750.00000 477.09100 100.00000
292 503.33301 569.45502 100.00000
293 626.66699 553.09100 100.00000
294 750.00000536.72699 100.00000
295 50333301 632.72699 100.00000
296 626.66699 61434602 100.00000
297 750.00000596.36401 100.00000
298 50333301 696.00000 100.00000
299 626.66699 676.00000 100.00000
300 750.00000 656.00000 100.00000
301 503.33301 0.00002 150.00000
302 626.66699 0.00000 150.00000
303 750.00000 0.00000 150.00000
304 503.33301 63.27270 150.00000
305 626.66699 61.45460 150.00000
306 750.00000 59.63640 150.00000
307 503.33301 12634500 150.00000
308 626.66699 122.90900150.00000
309 750.00000 119.27300 150.00000
310 503.33301 189.81799 150.00000
311 626.66699 184.36400 150.00000
312 750.00000 178.90900150.00000
313 503.33301 253.09100 150.00000
314 626.66699 245.81799 150.00000
315 750.00000 238.54500 150.00000
316 503.33301 316.36401 150.00000
317 626.66699 307.27301 150.00000
318 750.00000 298.18201 150.00000
319 503J3301 379.63599 150.00000
320 626.66699 368.72699 150.00000
321 750.00000 357.81799 150.00000
322 503.33301 442.90900 150.00000
323 626.66699 430.18201 150.00000
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324 750.00000417.45499 150.00000
325 503.33301 506.18201 150.00000
326 626.66699 491.63599 150.00000
327 750.00000 477.09100150.00000
328 503.33301 569.45502 150.00000
329 626.66699 553.09100150.00000
330 750.00000536.72699 150.00000
331 503.33301 632.72699 150.00000
332 626.66699 614.54602 150.00000
333 750.00000 596.36401 150.00000
334 503.33301 696.00000 150.00000
335 626.66699 676.00000 150.00000
336 750.00000 656.00000 150.00000
337 856.66699 0.00000 0.00000
338 963.33301 0.00000 0.00000
339 1070.00000 0.00000 0.00000
340 856.14099 58.42420 0.00000
341 964.38397 57.21220 0.00000
342 1074.72998 56.00000 0.00000
343 855.61603 116.84800 0.00000
344 965.43402 114.42400 0.00000
345 1079.44995 112.00000 0.00000
346 855.09100 175.27299 0.00000
347 966.48499 171.63600 0.00000
348 1084.18005 168.00000 0.00000
349 854.56598 233.69701 0.00000
350 967.53497 228.84801 0.00000
351 1088.91003 224.00000 0.00000
352 854.03998 292.12100 0.00001
353 968.58600 286.06100 0.00000
354 1093.64001 280.00000 0.00000
355 853.51501 350.54501 0.00001
356 969.63599 343.27301 0.00000
357 109835999 336.00000 0.00000
358 852.98999 408.97000 0.00000
359 970.68701 400.48499 0.00000
360 1103.08997 392.00000 0.00000
361 852.46503 467.39401 0.00000
362 971.73700 457.69699 0.00000
363 1107.81995 448.00000 0.00000
364 851.93903 525.81799 0.00000
365 972.78802 514.90900 0.00000
366 111235005 504.00000 0.00000
367 851.41400 584.24200 0.00000
368 973.83801 572.12097 0.00000
369 1117.27002 560.00000 0.00000
370 850.88898 642.66699 0.00000
371 974.88898 629.33301 0.00000
372 1122.00000 616.00000 0.00000
373 856.66699 0.00004 50.00000
374 963.33301 0.00000 50.00000
375 1070.00000 0.00002 50.00000
376 856.14099 58.42420 50.00000
377 964.38397 57.21210 50.00000
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378 1074.72998 56.00000 50.00000
379 855.61603 116.84900 50.00000
380 965.43402 114.42400 50.00000
381 1079.44995 112.00000 50.00000
382 855.09100 175.27299 50.00000
383 966.48499 171.63600 50.00000
384 1084.18005 168.00000 50.00000
385 85436598 233.69701 50.00000
386 967.53601 228.84900 50.00000
387 1088.91003 224.00000 50.00000
388 854.03998 292.12100 50.00000
389 96838600 286.06100 50.00000
390 1093.64001 280.00000 50.00000
391 85331501 35034501 50.00000
392 969.63599 343.27301 50.00000
393 1098.35999 336.00000 50.00000
394 852.98999 408.97000 50.00000
395 970.68701 400.48499 50.00000
396 1103.08997 392.00000 50.00000
397 852.46503 46739401 50.00000
398 971.73700 457.69699 50.00000
399 1107.81995 448.00000 50.00000
400 851.94000 525.81799 50.00000
401 972.78802 514.90900 50.00000
402 111235005 504.00000 50.00000
403 851.41400 584.24200 50.00000
404 973.83801 572.12097 50.00000
405 1117.27002 560.00000 50.00000
406 850.88898 642.66699 50.00000
407 974.88898 62933301 50.00000
408 1122.00000 616.00000 50.00000
409 856.66699 0.00000 100.00000
410 963.33301 0.00000 100.00000
411 1070.00000 0.00000 100.00000
412 856.14099 58.42420 100.00000
413 964.38397 57.21210 100.00000
414 1074.72998 56.00000 100.00000
415 855.61603 116.84900 100.00000
416 965.43402 114.42400 100.00000
417 1079.44995 112.00000 100.00000
418 855.09100 175.27299 100.00000
419 966.48499 171.63600 100.00000
420 1084.18005 168.00000 100.00000
421 85436598 233.69701 100.00000
422 967.53497 228.84801 100.00000
423 1088.91003 224.00000 100.00000
424 854.03998 292.12100 100.00000
425 96838600 286.06100 100.00000
426 1093.64001 280.00000 100.00000
427 853.51501 35034501 100.00000
428 969.63599 343.27301 100.00000
429 1098.35999 336.00000 100.00000
430 852.98999 408.97000 100.00000
431 970.68701 400.48499 100.00000
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432 1103.08997 392.00000 100.00000
433 852.46503 467.39401 100.00000
434 971.73700 457.69699 100.00000
435 1107.81995 448.00000 100.00000
436 851.93903 525.81799 100.00000
437 972.78802514.90900 100.00000
438 111235005 504.00000 100.00000
439 851.41400 584.24200 100.00000
440 973.83801 572.12097 100.00000
441 1117.27002 560.00000 100.00000
442 850.88898 642.66699 100.00000
443 974.88898 629.33301 100.00000
444 1122.00000 616.00000 100.00000
445 856.66699 0.00002 150.00000
446 96333301 0.00000 150.00000
447 1070.00000 0.00000 150.00000
448 856.14099 58.42420 150.00000
449 964.38397 57.21210 150.00000
450 1074.72998 56.00000 150.00000
451 855.61603 116.84800 150.00000
452 965.43402 114.42400 150.00000
453 1079.44995 112.00000 150.00000
454 855.09100 175.27299 150.00000
455 966.48499 171.63600 150.00000
456 1084.18005 168.00000 150.00000
457 85436598 233.69701 150.00000
458 96733497 228.84801 150.00000
459 1088.91003 224.00000 150.00000
460 854.03998 292.12100 150.00000
461 96838600 286.06100 150.00000
462 1093.64001 280.00000 150.00000
463 85331501 35034501 150.00000
464 969.63599 343.27301 150.00000
465 109835999 336.00000 150.00000
466 852.98999 408.97000 150.00000
467 970.68701 400.48499 150.00000
468 1103.08997 392.00000 150.00000
469 852.46503 467.39401 150.00000
470 971.73700 457.69699 150.00000
471 1107.81995 448.00000 150.00000
472 851.93903 525.81799 150.00000
473 972.78802 514.90900 150.00000
474 111235005 504.00000 150.00000
475 851.41400 584.24200 150.00000
476 973.83801 572.12097 150.00000
477 1117.27002 560.00000 150.00000
478 850.88898 642.66699 150.00000
479 974.88898 629.33301 150.00000
480 1122.00000 616.00000 150.00000
481 1122.00000 0.00000 0.00000
482 1125.81995 55.09090 0.00000
483 1129.64001 110.18200 0.00000
484 1133.44995 165.27299 0.00000
485 1137.27002 220.36400 0.00000
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486 1141.08997 275.45499 0.00000
487 1144.91003 33034501 0.00000
488 1148.72998 385.63599 0.00000
489 115235005 440.72699 0.00000
490 1156.35999 495.81799 -0.00001
491 1160.18005 550.90900 0.00000
492 1164.00000 606.00000 0.00000
493 1122.00000 0.00002 50.00000
494 1125.81995 55.09100 50.00000
495 1129.64001 110.18200 50.00000
496 1133.44995 165.27299 50.00000
497 1137.27002 220.36400 50.00000
498 1141.08997 275.45499 50.00000
499 1144.91003 33034501 50.00000
500 1148.72998 385.63599 50.00000
501 115235005 440.72699 50.00000
502 1156.35999 495.81799 50.00000
503 1160.18005 550.90900 50.00000
504 1164.00000 606.00000 50.00000
505 1122.00000 0.00000 100.00000
506 1125.81995 55.09090 100.00000
507 1129.64001 110.18200 100.00000
508 1133.44995 16537299 100.00000
509 1137.27002 220.36400 100.00000
510 1141.08997 275.45499 100.00000
511 1144.91003 33034501 100.00000
512 1148.72998 385.63599 100.00000
513 115235005 440.72699 100.00000
514 1156.35999 495.81799 100.00000
515 1160.18005 550.90900 100.00000
516 1164.00000 606.00000 100.00000
517 1122.00000 0.00000 150.00000
518 1125.81995 55.09090 150.00000
519 1129.64001 110.18200 150.00000
520 1133.44995 165.27299 150.00000
521 1137.27002 220.36400 150.00000
522 1141.08997 275.45499 150.00000
523 1144.91003 330.54501 150.00000
524 1148.72998 385.63599 150.00000
525 115235005 440.72699 150.00000
526 1156.35999 495.81799 150.00000
527 1T60.18005 550.90900 150.00000
528 1164.00000 606.00000 150.00000
529 1250.80005 0.00000 0.00000
530 1378.00000 0.00000 0.00000
531 1503.59998 0.00000 0.00000
532 1627.59998 0.00000 0.00000
533 1750.00000 0.00000 0.00000
534 125336006 54.43630 0.00000
535 1379.84998 53.78180 0.00001
536 1504.68994 53.12730 0.00001
537 1628.06995 52.47270 0.00000
538 1750.00000 51.81820 0.00000
539 1256.32996 108.87300 0.00000




540 1381.70996 107.56400 O.OOOX)
541 1505.78003 106.25500 0.00000
542 162835005 104.94500 0.00000
543 1750.00000 103.63600 0.00000
544 1259.08997 163.30901 0.00000
545 138336006 161.34500 0.00000
546 1506.87000 159.38200 0.00000
547 1629.02002 157.41800 0.00000
548 1750.00000 155.45500 0.00000
549 1261.84998 217.74500 0.00000
550 1385.42004 215.12700 0.00000
551 1507.95996 21230900 0.00000
552 1629.48999 209.89101 0.00000
553 1750.00000 207.27299 0.00000
554 1264.62000 272.18201 0.00000
555 1387.27002 268.90900 0.00000
556 1509.05005 265.63599 0.00001
557 1629.95996 262.36401 0.00000
558 1750.00000 259.09100 0.00000




563 1750.00000 310.90900 0.00000
564 1270.15002 381.05499 0.00000
565 1390.97998 376.47299 0.00000
566 1511.23999 371.89099 0.00000
567 1630.91003 367.30899 0.00000
568 1750.00000 362.72699 0.00000
569 1272.91003 435.49100 0.00000




574 1275.67004 489.92700 0.00000
575 1394.68994 484.03601 0.00000
576 1513.42004 478.14600 0.00000
577 1631.84998 472.25500 0.00000
578 1750.00000 466.36401 -0.00001
579 1278.43994 544.36401 0.00000
580 1396.55005 537.81799
581 1514.51001 531.27301
582 1632.32996 524.72699 0.00000
583 1750.00000 518.18201 0.00000
584 1281.19995 598.79999 0.00000
585 1398.40002 591J9998 0.00000
586 1515.59998 584.40002 0.00000
587 1632.80005 577.20001 0.00000
588 1750.00000 570.00000 0.00000
589 1250.80005 0.00000 50.00000
590 1378.00000 0.00004 50.00000
591 1503.59998 0.00003 50.00000
592 1627.59998 0.00002 50.00000
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594 1253.56006 54.43640 50.00000
595 1379.84998 53.78190 50.00000
596 1504.68994 53.12730 50.00000
597 1628.06995 52.47280 50.00000
598 1750.00000 51.81820 50.00000
599 1256.32996 108.87300 50.00000
600 1381.70996 107J6400 50.00000
601 1505.78003 106.25500 50.00000
602 1628.55005 104.94600 50.00000
603 1750.00000 103.63600 50.00000
604 1259.08997 163.30901 50.00000
605 1383.56006 161.34500 50.00000
606 1506.87000 159.38200 50.00000
607 1629.02002 157.41800 50.00000
608 1750.00000 155.45500 50.00000
609 1261.84998 217.74500 50.00000
610 1385.42004 215.12700 50.00000
611 1507.95996 212.50900 50.00000
612 1629.48999 209.89101 50.00000
613 1750.00000 207.27299 50.00000
614 1264.62000 272.18201 50.00000
615 1387.27002 268.90900 50.00000
616 1509.05005 265.63599 50.00000
617 1629.95996 262.36401 50.00000
618 1750.00000 259.09100 50.00000
619 126738000 326.61801 50.00000
620 1389.13000 322.69101 50.00000
621 1510.15002318.76401 50.00000
622 1630.43994 314.83600 50.00000
623 1750.00000 310.90900 50.00000
624 1270.15002 381.05499 50.00000
625 1390.97998 376.47299 50.00000
626 1511.23999 371.89099 50.00000
627 1630.91003 367.30899 50.00000
628 1750.00000 362.72699 50.00000
629 1272.91003 435.49100 50.00000
630 1392.83997 430.25500 50.00000
631 151232996 425.01801 50.00000
632 163138000 419.78201 50.00000
633 1750.00000 414.54599 50.00000
634 1275.67004 489.92700 50.00000
635 1394.68994 484.03601 50.00000
636 1513.42004 478.14499 50.00000
637 1631.84998 472.25400 50.00000
638 1750.00000 466.36401 50.00000
639 1278.43994 544.36401 50.00000
640 139635005 537.81799 50.00000
641 151431001 531.27301 50.00000
642 1632.32996 524.72699 50.00000
643 1750.00000 518.18201 50.00000
644 1281.19995 598.79999 50.00000
645 1398.40002 59139998 50.00000
646 151539998 584.40002 50.00000
647 1632.80005 577.20001 50.00000




650 1378.00000 0.00000 100.00000
651 150339998 0.00000 100.00000
652 162739998 0.00000 100.00000
653 1750.00000 0.00000 100.00000
654 125336006 54.43640 100.00000
655 1379.84998 53.78190 100.00000
656 1504.68994 53.12730 100.00000
657 1628.06995 52.47270 100.00000
658 1750.00000 51.81820 100.00000
659 125632996 108.87300 100.00000
660 1381.70996 10736400 100.00000
661 1505.78003 106.25500 100.00000
662 162835005 104.94500 100.00000
663 1750.00000 103.63600 100.00000
664 1259.08997 163.30901 100.00000
665 1383.56006 16134500 100.00000
666 1506.87000 15938200 100.00000
667 1629.02002 157.41800 100.00000
668 1750.00000 155.45399 100.00000
669 1261.84998 217.74600 100.00000
670 1385.42004215.12700 100.00000
671 1507.95996 21230900 100.00000




676 1509.05005 265.63599 100.00000








685 1390.97998 376.47299 100.00000
686 1511.23999 371.89099 100.00000
687 1630.91003 36730899 100.00000
688 1750.00000362.72699 100.00000
689 1272.91003 435.49100 100.00000
690 1392.83997 430.25500 100.00000
691 151232996 425.01801 100.00000
692 163138000 419.78201 100.00000
693 1750.00000 41434599 100.00000
694 1275.67004489.92700 100.00000
695 1394.68994 484.03601 100.00000
696 1513.42004 478.14499 100.00000
697 1631.84998 472.25400 100.00000
698 1750.00000466.36401 100.00000
699 1278.43994544.36401 100.00000
700 139635005 537.81799 100.00000
701 1514.51001 53137301 100.00000






706 151539998 584.40002 100.00000
707 1632.80005 577.20001 100.00000
708 1750.00000570.00000 100.00000
709 1250.80005 0.00000 150.00000
710 1378.00000 0.00000 150.00000
711 150339998 0.00000 150.00000
712 162739998 0.00000 150.00000
713 1750.00000 0.00000 150.00000
714 125336006 54.43640 150.00000
715 1379.84998 53.78180 150.00000
716 1504.68994 53.12730 150.00000
717 1628.06995 52.47270 150.00000
718 1750.00000 51.81820 150.00000
719 1256.32996 108.87300 150.00000
720 1381.70996 10736400 150.00000
721 1505.78003 106.25500 150.00000
722 162835005 104.94500 150.00000
723 1750.00000 103.63600 150.00000
724 1259.08997 163.30901 150.00000
725 138336006 161.34500 150.00000
726 1506.87000 159.38200 150.00000
727 1629.02002 157.41800 150.00000
728 1750.00000 155.45500 150.00000
729 1261.84998 217.74500 150.00000
730 1385.42004 215.12700 150.00000
731 1507.95996 21230900 150.00000
732 1629.48999 209.89101 150.00000
733 1750.00000 207.27299 150.00000
734 1264.62000 272.18201 150.00000
735 1387.27002 268.90900 150.00000
736 1509.05005 265.63599 150.00000
737 1629.95996 262.36401 150.00000
738 1750.00000 259.09100 150.00000
739 1267.38000 326.61801 150.00000
740 1389.13000 322.69101 150.00000
741 1510.15002 318.76401 150.00000
742 1630.43994314.83600 150.00000
743 "1750.00000310.90900 150.00000
744 1270.15002 381.05499 150.00000
745 1390.97998 376.47299 150.00000
746 1511.23999 371.89099 150.00000
747 1630.91003 367.30899 150.00000
748 1750.00000362.72699 150.00000
749 1272.91003 435.49100 150.00000
750 1392.83997 430.25500 150.00000
751 1512.32996 425.01801 150.00000
752 163138000 419.78201 150.00000
753 1750.00000 41434501 150.00000
754 1275.67004 489.92700 150.00000
755 1394.68994484.03601 150.00000
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756 1513.42004 478.14499 150.00000
757 1631.84998 472.25500 150.00000
758 1750.00000 466.36401 150.00000
759 1278.43994 544.36401 150.00000
760 1396.55005 537.81799 150.00000
761 1514.51001 531.27301 150.00000
762 1632.32996 524.72699 150.00000
763 1750.00000 518.18201 150.00000
764 1281.19995 598.79999 150.00000
765 1398.40002 591.59998 150.00000
766 1515.59998 584.40002 150.00000
767 1632.80005 577.20001 150.00000
768 1750.00000 570.00000 150.00000
1 1 2 6 5 49 50 54 53 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
2 2 3 7 6 50 51 55 54 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
3 3 4 8 7 51 52 56 55 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
4 5 6 10 9 53 54 58 57 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
5 6 7 11 10 54 55 59 58 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
6 7 8 12 11 55 56 60 59 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
7 9 10 14 13 57 58 62 61 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
8 10 11 15 14 58 59 63 62 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
9 11 12 16 15 59 60 64 63 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
10 13 14 18 17 61 62 66 65 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
11 14 15 19 18 62 63 67 66 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
12 15 16 20 19 63 64 68 67 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
13 17 18 22 21 65 66 70 69 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
14 18 19 23 22 66 67 71 70 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
15 19 20 24 23 67 68 72 71 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
16 21 22 26 25 69 70 74 73 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
17 22 23 27 26 70 71 75 74 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
18 23 24 28 27 71 72 76 75 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
19 25 26 30 29 73 74 78 77 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
20 26 27 31 30 74 75 79 78 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
21 27 28 32 31 75 76 80 79 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
22 29 30 34 33 77 78 82 81 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
23 30 31 35 34 78 79 83 82 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
24 31 32 36 35 79 80 84 83 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
25 33 34 38 37 81 82 86 85 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
26 34 35 39 38 82 83 87 86 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
27 35 36 40 39 83 84 88 87 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
28 37 38 42 41 85 86 90 89 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
29 38 39 43 42 86 87 91 90 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
30 39 40 44 43 87 88 92 91 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
31 41 42 46 45 89 90 94 93 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
32 42 43 47 46 90 91 95 94 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
33 43 44 48 47 91 92 96 95 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
34 49 50 54 53 97 98 102 101 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
35 50 51 55 54 98 99 103 102 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
36 51 52 56 55 99 100 104 103 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
37 53 54 58 57 101 102 106 105 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
38 54 55 59 58 102 103 107 106 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
39 55 56 60 59 103 104 108 107 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
40 57 58 62 61 105 106 110 109 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
41 58 59 63 62 106 107 111 110 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
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42 59 60 64 63 107 108 112 111 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
43 61 62 66 65 109 110 114 113 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
44 62 63 67 66 110 111 115 114 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
45 63 64 68 67 111 112 116 115 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
46 65 66 70 69 113 114 118 117 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
47 66 67 71 70 114 115 119 118 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
48 67 68 72 71 115 116 120 119 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
49 69 70 74 73 117 118 122 121 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
50 70 71 75 74 118 119 123 122 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0 0059000
51 71 72 76 75 119 120 124 123 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
52 73 74 78 77 121 122 126 125 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
53 74 75 79 78 122 123 127 126 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
54 75 76 80 79 123 124 128 127 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
55 77 78 82 81 125 126 130 129 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
56 78 79 83 82 126 127 131 130 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
57 79 80 84 83 127 128 132 131 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
58 81 82 86 85 129 130 134 133 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
59 82 83 87 86 130 131 135 134 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
60 83 84 88 87 131 132 136 135 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
61 85 86 90 89 133 134 138 137 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
62 86 87 91 90 134 135 139 138 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
63 87 88 92 91 135 136 140 139 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
64 89 90 94 93 137 138 142 141 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
65 90 91 95 94 138 139 143 142 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
66 91 92 96 95 139 140 144 143 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
67 97 98 102 101 145 146 150 149 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
68 98 99 103 102 146 147 151 150 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
69 99 100 104 103 147 148 152 151 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
70 101 102 106 105 149 150 154 153 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
71 102 103 107 106 150 151 155 154 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
72 103 104 108 107 151 152 156 155 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
73 105 106 110 109 153 154 158 157 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
74 106 107 111 110 154 155 159 158 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
75 107 108 112 111 155 156 160 159 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
76 109 110 114 113 157 158 162 161 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
77 110 111 115 114 158 159 163 162 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
78 111 112 116 115 159 160 164 163 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
79 113 114 118 117 161 162 166 165 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
80 114 115 119 118 162 163 167 166 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
81 115 116 120 119 163 164 168 167 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
82 117 118 122 121 165 166 170 169 0.0 0.0059000 0.C059000 0.0059000
83 118 119 123 122 166 167 171 170 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
84 119 120 124 123 167 168 172 171 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
85 121 122 126 125 169 170 174 173 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
86 122 123 127 126 170 171 175 174 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
87 123 124 128 127 171 172 176 175 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
88 125 126 130 129 173 174 178 177 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
89 126 127 131 130 174 175 179 178 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
90 127 128 132 131 175 176 180 179 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
91 129 130 134 133 177 178 182 181 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
92 130 131 135 134 178 179 183 182 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
93 131 132 136 135 179 180 184 183 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
94 133 134 138 137 181 182 186 185 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
95 134 135 139 138 182 183 187 186 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
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96 135 136 140 139 183 184 188 187 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
97 137 138 142 141 185 186 190 189 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
98 138 139 143 142 186 187 191 190 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
99 139 140 144 143 187 188 192 191 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
100 4 193 196 8 52 229 232 56 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
101 193 194 197 196 229 230 233 232 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
102 194 195 198 197 230 231 234 233 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0,0050000
103 8 196 199 12 56 232 235 60 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
104 196 197 200 199 232 233 236 235 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
105 197 198 201 200 233 234 237 236 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
106 12 199 202 16 60 235 238 64 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
107 199 200 203 202 235 236 239 238 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
108 200 201 204 203 236 237 240 239 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
109 16 202 205 20 64 238 241 68 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
110 202 203 206 205 238 239 242 241 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
111 203 204 207 206 239 240 243 242 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
112 20 205 208 24 68 241 244 72 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
113 205 206 209 208 241 242 245 244 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
114 206 207 210 209 242 243 246 245 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
115 24 208 211 28 72 244 247 76 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
116 208 209 212 211 244 245 248 247 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
117 209 210 213 212 245 246 249 248 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
118 28 211 214 32 76 247 250 80 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
119 211 212 215 214 247 248 251 250 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
120 212 213 216 215 248 249 252 251 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
121 32 214 217 36 80 250 253 84 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
122 214 215 218 217 250 251 254 253 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
123 215 216 219 218 251 252 255 254 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
124 36 217 220 40 84 253 256 88 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
125 217 218 221 220 253 254 257 256 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
126 218 219 222 221 254 255 258 257 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
127 40 220 223 44 88 256 259 92 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
128 220 221 224 223 256 257 260 259 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
129 221 222 225 224 257 258 261 260 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
130 44 223 226 48 92 259 262 96 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
131 223 224 227 226 259 260 263 262 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
132 224 225 228 227 260 261 264 263 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
133 52 229 232 56 100 265 268 104 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
134 229 230 233 232 265 266 269 268 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 O.0O5Û0OO
135 230 231 234 233 266 267 270 269 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
136 56 232 235 60 104 268 271 108 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
137 232 233 236 235 268 269 272 271 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
138 233 234 237 236 269 270 273 272 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
139 60 235 238 64 108 271 274 112 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
140 235 236 239 238 271 272 275 274 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
141 236 237 240 239 272 273 276 275 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
142 64 238 241 68 112 274 277 116 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
143 238 239 242 241 274 275 278 277 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
144 239 240 243 242 275 276 279 278 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
145 68 241 244 72 116 277 280 120 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
146 241 242 245 244 277 278 281 280 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
147 242 243 246 245 278 279 282 281 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
148 72 244 247 76 120 280 283 124 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
149 244 245 248 247 280 281 284 283 0.1 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
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150 245 246 249 248 281 282 285 284 0.0
151 76 247 250 80 124 :283 ;286 128 10.0
152 247 248 251 250 283 284 287 286 0.0
153 248 249 252 251 284 285 288 287 0.0
154 80 250 253 84 128 :286 :289 132 (0.0
155 250 251 254 253 286 287 290 289 0.0
156 251 252 255 254 287 288 291 290 0.0
157 84 253 256 88 132 289 292 136 0.0
158 253 254 257 256 289 290 293 292 0.0
159 254 255 258 257 290 291 294 293 0.0
160 88 256 259 92 136 292 295 140 0.0
161 256 257 260 259 292 293 296 295 0.0
162 257 258 261 260 293 294 297 296 0.0
163 92 259 262 96 140 295 298 144 0.0
164 259 260 263 262 295 296 299 298 0.0
165 260 261 264 263 296 297 300 299 0.0
166 100 265 268 104 148 301 304 152 0.0
167 265 266 269 268 301 302 305 304 0.0
168 266 267 270 269 302 303 306 305 0.0
169 104 268 271 108 152 304 307 156 0.0
170 268 269 272 271 304 305 308 307 0.0
171 269 270 273 272 305 306 309 308 0.0
172 108 271 274 112 156 307 310 160 0.0
173 271 272 275 274 307 308 311 310 0.0
174 272 273 276 275 308 309 312 311 0.0
175 112 274 277 116 160 310 313 164 0.0
176 274 275 278 277 310 311 314 313 0.0
177 275 276 279 278 311 312 315 314 0.0
178 116 277 280 120 164 313 316 168 0.0
179 277 278 281 280 313 314 317 316 0.0
180 278 279 282 281 314 315 318 317 0.0
181 120 280 283 124 168 316 319 172 0.0
182 280 281 284 283 316 317 320 319 0.0
183 281 282 285 284 317 318 321 320 0.0
184 124 283 286 128 172 319 322 176 0.0
185 283 284 287 286 319 320 323 322 0.0
186 284 285 288 287 320 321 324 323 0.0
187 128 286 289 132 176 322 325 180 0.0
188 286 287 290 289 322 323 326 325 0.0
189 287 288 291 290 323 324 327 326 0.0
190 132 289 292 136 180 325 328 184 0.0
191 289 290 293 292 325 326 329 328 0.0
192 290 291 294 293 326 327 330 329 0.0
193 136 292 295 140 184 328 331 188 0.0
194 292 293 296 295 328 329 332 331 0.0
195 293 294 297 296 329 330 333 332 0.0
196 140 295 298 144 188 331 334 192 0.0
197 295 296 299 298 331 332 335 334 0.0
198 296 297 300 299 332 333 336 335 0.0
199 195 337 340 198 231 373 376 234 0.0
200 337 338 341 340 373 374 377 376 0.0
201 338 339 342 341 374 375 378 377 0.0
202 198 340 343 201 234 376 379 237 0.0



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































401 434 435 
261 294 436
403 436 437
404 437 438 
264 297 439
406 439 440
407 440 441 
270 303 445
412 445 446
413 446 447 
273 306 448
415 448 449
416 449 450 
276 309 451
418 451 452
419 452 453 
279 312 454
421 454 455
422 455 456 
282 315 457
424 457 458
425 458 459 
285 318 460
427 460 461
428 461 462 
288 321 463
430 463 464
431 464 465 
291 324 466
433 466 467
434 467 468 
294 327 469
436 469 470
437 470 471 
297 330 472
439 472 473
440 473 474 
300 333 475
442 475 476
443 476 477 
342 375 493 
345 378 494 
348 381 495 
351 384 496 
354 387 497 
357 390 498 
360 393 499 
363 396 500 
366 399 501 
369 402 502 
372 405 503 
378 411 505 
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366 488 564 569 489 500 624 629 501 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
367 564 565 570 569 624 625 630 629 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
368 565 566 571 570 625 626 631 630 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
369 566 567 572 571 626 627 632 631 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
370 567 568 573 572 627 628 633 632 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
371 489 569 574 490 501 629 634 502 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
372 569 570 575 574 629 630 635 634 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
373 570 571 576 575 630 631 636 635 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
374 571 572 577 576 631 632 637 636 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
375 572 573 578 577 632 633 638 637 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
376 490 574 579 491 502 634 639 503 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
377 574 575 580 579 634 635 640 639 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
378 575 576 581 580 635 636 641 640 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
379 576 577 582 581 636 637 642 641 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
380 577 578 583 582 637 638 643 642 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
381 491 579 584 492 503 639 644 504 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
382 579 580 585 584 639 640 645 644 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
383 580 581 586 585 640 641 646 645 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
384 581 582 587 586 641 642 647 646 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
385 582 583 588 587 642 643 648 647 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
386 493 589 594 494 505 649 654 506 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
387 589 590 595 594 649 650 655 654 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
388 590 591 596 595 650 651 656 655 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
389 591 592 597 596 651 652 657 656 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
390 592 593 598 597 652 653 658 657 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
391 494 594 599 495 506 654 659 507 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
392 594 595 600 599 654 655 660 659 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
393 595 596 601 600 655 656 661 660 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
394 596 597 602 601 656 657 662 661 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
395 597 598 603 602 657 658 663 662 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
396 495 599 604 496 507 659 664 508 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
397 599 600 605 604 659 660 665 664 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
398 600 601 606 605 660 661 666 665 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
399 601 602 607 606 661 662 667 666 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
400 602 603 608 607 662 663 668 667 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
401 496 604 609 497 508 664 669 509 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
402 604 605 610 609 664 665 670 669 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
403 605 606 611 610 665 666 671 670 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
404 606 607 612 611 666 667 672 671 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050Ô00
405 607 608 613 612 667 668 673 672 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
406 497 609 614 498 509 669 674 510 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
407 609 610 615 614 669 670 675 674 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
408 610 611 616 615 670 671 676 675 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
409 611 612 617 616 671 672 677 676 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
410 612 613 618 617 672 673 678 677 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
411 498 614 619 499 510 674 679 511 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
412 614 615 620 619 674 675 680 679 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
413 615 616 621 620 675 676 681 680 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
414 616 617 622 621 676 677 682 681 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
415 617 618 623 622 677 678 683 682 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
416 499 619 624 500 511 679 684 512 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
417 619 620 625 624 679 680 685 684 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
418 620 621 626 625 680 681 686 685 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
419 621 622 627 626 681 682 687 686 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
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420 622 623 628 627 682 683 688 687 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
421 500 624 629 501 512 684 689 513 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
422 624 625 630 629 684 685 690 689 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
423 625 626 631 630 685 686 691 690 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
424 626 627 632 631 686 687 692 691 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
425 627 628 633 632 687 688 693 692 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
426 501 629 634 502 513 689 694 514 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
427 629 630 635 634 689 690 695 694 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
428 630 631 636 635 690 691 696 695 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
429 631 632 637 636 691 692 697 696 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
430 632 633 638 637 692 693 698 697 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
431 502 634 639 503 514 694 699 515 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
432 634 635 640 639 694 695 700 699 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
433 635 636 641 640 695 696 701 700 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
434 636 637 642 641 696 697 702 701 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
435 637 638 643 642 697 698 703 702 0.0 0.0050000 0.0055000 0.0050000
436 503 639 644 504 515 699 704 516 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
437 639 640 645 644 699 700 705 704 0.0 0.0075000 0,0063000 0,0075000
438 640 641 646 645 700 701 706 705 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
439 641 642 647 646 701 702 707 706 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
440 642 643 648 647 702 703 708 707 0.0 0.0075000 0.0063000 0.0075000
441 505 649 654 506 517 709 714 518 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
442 649 650 655 654 709 710 715 714 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
443 650 651 656 655 710 711 716 715 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
444 651 652 657 656 711 712 717 716 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
445 652 653 658 657 712 713 718 717 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
446 506 654 659 507 518 714 719 519 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
447 654 655 660 659 714 715 720 719 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
448 655 656 661 660 715 716 721 720 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
449 656 657 662 661 716 717 722 721 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
450 657 658 663 662 717 718 723 722 0.0 0.0050000 0.0020000 0.0050000
451 507 659 664 508 519 719 724 520 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
452 659 660 665 664 719 720 725 724 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
453 660 661 666 665 720 721 726 725 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
454 661 662 667 666 721 722 727 726 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
455 662 663 668 667 722 723 728 727 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
456 508 664 669 509 520 724 729 521 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
457 664 665 670 669 724 725 730 729 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
458 665 666 671 670 725 726 731 730 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
459 666 667 672 671 726 727 732 731 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
460 667 668 673 672 727 728 733 732 0.0 0.0050000 0.0030000 0.0050000
461 509 669 674 510 521 729 734 522 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
462 669 670 675 674 729 730 735 734 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
463 670 671 676 675 730 731 736 735 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
464 671 672 677 676 731 732 737 736 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
465 672 673 678 677 732 733 738 737 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
466 510 674 679 511 522 734 739 523 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
467 674 675 680 679 734 735 740 739 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
468 675 676 681 680 735 736 741 740 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
469 676 677 682 681 736 737 742 741 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
470 677 678 683 682 737 738 743 742 0.0 0.0059000 0.0059000 0.0059000
471 511 679 684 512 523 739 744 524 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
472 679 680 685 684 739 740 745 744 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
473 680 681 686 685 740 741 746 745 0.0 0.0050000 0.0050000 0.0050000
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